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FOREWORD 
The  accounting year "1974"  relates to the  second year of the Farm 
Accountancy Data Network  (FADN)  working within the framework  of 
the enlarged Community.  For the first time the results of FADN  not 
only enable  one  to examine  the economic  si  tua.t ion of a.gricul  tural 
holdings in 1974  but  also to measure  the annual development  of 
each main  type of holding in the different regions of the Community. 
The  "1 97 4" results are based on  a  sample  of 13  5  00 returning holdings 
representing around two  million farms. 
The  treatqtent  and  structure of the accounting sample  "1974"  are 
almost  the  same  as for "197 3".  The  remarks  made  on  the subject  of 
representativity of the accounting sample  remain therefore broadlY 
applicable. 
The  field of survey of FADN  (all rep:resented holdings) has not  been 
the subject  of a  statistical up-dating in "1974"•  Consequently the 
data referring to this aspect  in the report giving the "1973"  results 
represent  the  only material to which  reference  can at  present  be 
made. 
The  ''1974"  results are presented in a  framework  and according to 
definitions identical to those used for the "1973" results. 
Community  authorities with a  direct  interest in the  FADN  results have 
several times expressed the wish to see them  made  available more 
quickly.  The  "197  4" results are appearing six months  ahead of the 
publication date  of the results for "1973"  which had also appeared 
six months  ahead of the preceding publication.  The  date  of presentation 
of this report to the Council  demonstrates the considerable progress 
made  as  a  result  of the efforts made  by the Member  State services and 
those of the Commission  in speeding up the presentation of FADN. 
The  data which have  been gathered every year for over 6 years and the 
improvements  in the  everyd~ administration of the network have  thus 
made  the FADN  an  instrument  of information which is increasingly 
used for developing the Common  Agricultural Policy. - 5-
PART  I 
F.EAIDRES  OF  THE  FADN  IN  "1 97 4" 
Before  presenting the "1974" results and  drawing conclusions from  a. 
general analysis of the data collected from  the various types of farms 
in the different  regions of the Community,  some  of the main  features  of 
the FADN  field of survey and the accountancy sample  for "197 4"  will be 
described  ( 1 ). 
I.  FIELD  OF  SURVEY  OF  THE  FARM  ACCOUNTANCY  DATA  NETWORK 
1. Under  the basic Council Regulation setting up a  network for the 
collection of farm  accountancy data on  incomes  and  business 
operation of agricultural holdings in the EUropean  Community  (2), 
the field of survey covers those agricultural holdings which 
- are run as market-oriented holdings,  and 
- constitute the main  occupation of the operator. 
The  implementation of the Commission  Regulation concerning the 
selection of returning holdings for the purpose  of determining 
incomes  of agricultural holdings  (3) specifies also that  : 
- "a holding is to be  regarded as market-oriented if normally 
at least half its output  is marketed; 
- an  agrioul  tural. holding is to be  regarded as  providing the 
main  occupation of the operator if the latter devotes at least 
three-quarters of his annual  working time to the holding." 
(1)The  FADN  years are given in inverted commas  because they do  not  alw~s 
correspond to calendar years,  but  sometimes  to a  period of 12  months 
beginning in the first ha.lf of the calendar year.  Thus  "1974"  can 
mean  the aocou.nt ing year from  1  January 197 4 to  31  December  197 4, 
1  M~  1974  to 30  April 1975  or 1 July 1974  to 30  June  1975. 
(2)Cou.ncil  Regulation 79/65/EF£  of 15  June  1965, OJ  No.  109  of 23  June  1965. 
(3)Commission  Regulation No.  91/66/EEC  of 29  June  1966,  OJ  No.  121  of 
4 July 1966. - 6-
In "1974"1  as  for previous years,  the FADN  field of survey  h,as  been 
confined to holdings  of five  or more  hectares;  this limitation 
did not  apply to  holdings  producing wine,  fruit,  horticultural 
produce  or olive products  (1). 
2.  From  the statistical data available,  it is not  alw~s possible to 
determine  the exact  number  of holdings covered by the  FADN  field 
of survey;  once  again,  the number  therefore has been estimated  (2 ). 
On  the basis of the latest statistics available, most  of which  are 
taken from  the 1970 agricultural census,  the  FADN  field of survey 
covered about  3  130  000  holdings at  the beginning of this decade. 
Given  the changes in agricultural structures observed since 1970 
in Member  States holding a.n  annual  census,  it can be estimated that 
the nUmber  of holdings covered  slight~ less than 3 million in 
"1974"•  When  in this report  reference is made  to the field of survey, 
the  3  130  000  holdings for which  alone the breakdown by region and type 
are available  (type of farming and size), will be  taken into account. 
3.  About  nine-tenths of the holdings  covered by  the FADN  field of 
survey are in the original six Member  States.  France  and Italy 
alone  account  for about  two-thirds of the total. 
Holdings  concentrating exclusively or mainlY  on  grazing stock -
especially cattle - make  up almost  half of the field of survey. 
One  farm  in seven specializes mainly or exclusively in arable 
farming;  one  in ten in permanent  grazing crops,  and  one  in twenty 
in horticulture. 
Almost  three-quarters of the holdings  covered by the field of 
survey are between  five  and fifty hectares  (UAA).  They  are 
divided evenly between the three size categories 5-101  10-20 and 
20-50 hectares.  Of  the  others - i.e., a  little more  than a 
quarter of the total - 18%  fall into the very small  category  (less 
than 5  hectares) and  'ffr;  into the large category  (50 hectares  and 
over). 
(1)The  restricted field of survey is applied for the second time in "1974", 
the last accounting }[_ear  before the entry into effect  of Council 
Regulation No.  2910/73,  under which the number  of returning holdings 
will gradually be  increased from  ''1975" to "1978". 
(2)Arrangements  have  been made  to determine this number  directly from  the 
results of the 1975  Community  Sllrvey  on  agricultural structures now 
being carried out. - 7-
BREAKDOWN  OF  REIJ.UR.l'J"ING  HOLDINGS  COVERED  BY  THE  FADN  FIELD 
OF  SURVEY  FOR  TEE  197 Os 
Number  of  ,-? 
holdings  7.? 
Member  States 
Deutschland  581  618  18.6 
France  1 022  485  32.6 
It  alia  922  497  29.5 
Belgiqu.e/Belgie  84  778  2.7 
Luxembourg  4  732  0.2 
Nederland  122  938  3.9 
Da.nmark  118  266  3.8 
Ireland  112  900  3.6 
United Kingdom  160  973  5.1 
E.E.c.  3 131  187  100.0 
bY;ne  of farming 
111  General  agriculture  183  844  5.9 
130  Arable - grazing stock  267  821  8.5 
310  Grazing stock - arable  443  799  14.2 
336  Cattle  803  969  25.7 
340  Grazing stock - pigs and  poultr.y  240  970  7.7 
430  Pigs and  poultr,y - grazing stock  121  742  3.9 
112  Horticulture  162  700  5.2 
223  Fruit  130  296  4.1 
224  Vines  181  003  5.8 
Other  595  043  19.0 
Size oat!«P&Y 
<  5 ha UAA  566  306  18.1 
5 - 10  ha.  UAA  667  699  21.3 
10  - 20  ha.  UAA  835  794  26.7 
20- 50  ha UAA  784  992  25.1 
>  50  ha.  UAA  276  396  8.8 - 8-
II. "1974"  ACCOUNTING  SAMPLE 
4•  Of  the 15  209  holdings selected for "1974",  13  458  provided a 
farm  return at the end of the year complying with the legislative 
provisions  {1).  The  rate of wastage  of the accountancy  sample 
between the time  of selection of the holdings  and the receipt  of 
the farm  returns was  of the  order of 11.5%  for "1974"• 
The  13  458  farm  returns thus provide the basis for the data 
available to the  FADN  for "1973". 
The  breakdown  by  country,  type of farming and size of returning 
holdings submitting a.  properly completed farm  return for "1974" 
has  remained similar to that  of "1973". 
ACCOUNTANCY  SAMPLE  111974" 
Number  of  fa  holdings 
Member  States 
Deutschland  2 104  15.6 
France  3 175  23.6 
It  alia  2 935  21.8 
Belgique/Belgie  556  .4.1 
Luxembourg  50  0.4 
Nederland  992  7.4 
Danma.rk  1 578  11.7 
Ireland  567  4.2 
United Kingdom  1 501  11.2 
E.E.C.  13  458  100.0 
'Iiroe  of farming 
111  General  agriculture  1 064  7.9 
130 Arable- grazing stock  678  5.0 
310  Grazing stock - arable  1 537  11.4 
336  Cattle  4 421  32.9 
340  Grazing stock - pigs and  poultry  1 124  8.4 
430  Pigs and poultry - grazing stock  641  4.8 
112  Horticulture  567  4.2 
223  Fruit  558  4.1 
224  Vines  743  5·5 
Other  2 125  15.8 
Size category 
<  5 ha UAA  1 274  9·5 
5 - 10  ha.  UAA  1 758  13.1 
10- 20  ha UAA  3 280  24.4 
20  - 50  ha.  UAA  4 543  33.8 
~  50  ha UAA  2 603  19.3 
(1)Commission Regulation No  118/66/EEC  of 29  July 1966,  OJ  No  148  of 
1  0 August  1 966. -9-
FADN 
BREAKDOWN  BY  DIVISION  OF  RETURNING  HOLDINGS 
"1974" - 10  -
5.  Given that the  sample  does not  cover the entire field of survey, 
the overall  FADN  results have  had  once  again to be  presented by 
groups  of ten or more  returning holdings.  The  sub-group thus 
obtained from  the  sample  therefore includes  11  824  individual holdings, 
of which  9  195  appeared in the  "197 311  FADN  (constant  sample). 
6.  The  11  824  returning holdings falling within groups  of 10  or more 
holdings  are classified in 365  groups  each corresponding to a 
specific type  of farming and  a  particular size categor,y.  Each 
group  includes  on  average  32  returning holdings,  the extremes 
ranging from  10  to 200  or more.  The  number  varies considerably 
from  one  countr,y to another.  The  average number  of groups  of 
returning holdings for  "1974"  has  hardly changed in relation to 
the previous year  (31  in "1973"). 
DISTRIBUTION  OF  GROUPS  OF  RETURNING  HOLDINGS  IN  "1974" 
BY  NUMBER  AND  COUNTRY 
Number  Number  of groups 
of 
holdings  D  F  I  B  L  NL  DK  Irl.  UK  EEC 
10- 19  18  38  64  2  1  2  5  1  10  141 
20  - 29  18  38  27  4  - 3  5  - 6  101 
30  - 39  7  16  7  4  1  1  5  - 4  45 
40- 49  7  4  4  1  - 1  6  1  2  26 
50- 74  7  6  2  2  - 2  5  - 3  27 
75- 99  - 1  - - - - 5  1  3  10 
100- 149  1  1  - 1  - 1  1  - 4  9 
>  150  1  - - - - 3  - 2  - 6 
Average 
number  per  33  27  20  37  22  74  48  108  45  32 
group - 11  -
DIAGRAM  SHOWING  THE  STRUCTURE  ·aF  THE  FADN  ACCOUNTING  SAMPLE 
"1974" 
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f---- Complete  sample  :regional basis  (11  824)~ 
~  ·Complete  sample  :  national basis  (12  942) ~ 
(:------------····Total  sample (13  458)  ·  7 
I
'IIIIIIIIISel:cted returning holdings  which  ceased  to  keep  accounts 
.~•~~~~.dur~ng the  year  or  for  which  the  farm  return  was  not  properly 
completed. 
J
1ZZZZt;lZAHoldings  falling within  categories represented  both at  regional 
'trrrr rrv (division)  and  national  levels  by  less  than  10 returning holdings. 
Hoidings falling within categories  represented at regional  level 
~~~~~~(divisions) by  groups  of less  than  10 returning holdings and at 
~~~~MM~national level by groups  of more  than  10 returning holdings •. 
r====~~  Holdings  falling within  groups  of less  than  10 returning holdings 
.,_ ___  -tappearing in  the  "1974"  sample  for  the first time. 
I 
Holdings  falling within groups  of  less·· than  10 returning holdings 
1111111111 vThi Ch  already appeared in the 
11 19 7  311  sample • 
(  )  Number  of returning holdings  in  a  category. 
Category  of holding  :  All holdings  engaged  in  the  same  type  of  farming 
and  falling within  the  same  UAA  size  category. 
Group  of holdings  :  All  the  holdings  falling within  the  same  category 
in a  given  division  (regional  group)  or  in a  given  country 
(national  group)  where  no  other details are  given,  the  term 
"group  of holdings"  refers  only  to  the  regional  group. 
A  The  total constant  sample  also  includes  holdings  belonging  to  regional 
groups <10.  It is made  up  of 10 394  holdings,  of  which  10.37_9correspond 
to  the  four  major  types  (cf.  diagram,  annex  III). - 12-
III. PRESENTATION  OF  THE  FIELD  OF  SURVEY  BY  ACCOUNTANCY  SAMPLE 
7.  On  the basis of the  11  824  holdings falling within groups  of 
10 or more  returning holdings,  it was  possible to represent  only 
about  1  860  000  out  of the total of 3 000  000  holdings  covered 
by the field of survey.  The  average rate of coverage  of the 
field of survey by sample  is therefore  about  5~fo;  it differs 
widely  from  country to country,  type  of farminga.nd the size of 
holding  (UAA),  as  can be  seen below. 
PERCENTAGE  OF  THE  FIELD  OF  SURVEY 
REPRESENTED  BY  THE  ACCOUN'll.ANCY  SAMPLE 
(groups  of 10  or more  holdings) 
"19'{4" 
Member  States 
Deutschland 
France 








'IYpe  of farming 
111  General  agriculture 
130  Arable - grazing stock 
310  Grazing stock - arable 
336  Cattle 
340  Grazing stock- pigs & poultry 
430  Pigs & poultr,y - grazing stock 
112  Horticulture 
223  Fruit 
224  Vines 
Other 
Size  cate~S;O!Z 
<  5 ha  UAA 
5 - 10  ha  UAA 
10  - 20  ha  UAA. 
20  - 50  ha  UAA 






















































(*)Average rate  :  the number  of holdings expressed as a  percentage of 
the total number  in ·jhe  same  category in the field of survey. - 13-
8.  For France the representation of the field of survey is better in 
"1974"  compared to "1973"  (66.6% to 68.2%),  but the position has 
worsened in Belgium,  Ireland,  and the United Kingdom  (80.1~ to 
76.8%,  77 .9'/~ to  73.9';~ and  72.3% to  66.9;~ respectively). (1) 
The  "Cattle" type  of farming is represented by  90~f of the number 
of holdings  corresponding to the field of survey while the 
corresponding figure  for the "arable-grazing" type  of farming is 
barely  31'%.  Uearly 80'fo  of farms  in the  20-50 ha category are 
represented while the corresponding figures  for classes of less 
than 10 ha are  only half this percentage  (40'}b). 
9.  The  representation of the field of survey also differs widely 
(cf.  following table) from  one  divison to another.  The  extremes 
for the rate of coverage  range  from  4%  (Saarland) to  9CY;~ 
(Denmark). 
In 14  (i.e.  one  third) of the 41  divisions studied  (cf.  map  in 
Annex  I  C)  less than 5o%  of the field of survey is represented. 
But  in 11  of these 41  divisions the accounting sample  covers more 
than 7o%  of the holdings  in the field of survey. 
10.  Thus  the  farm  accountancy data network in its present  state covers 
the field of survey only very  imperfectly.  As  a  result,  for the 
majority of cases,  the grossing up of results of the accounting 
sample  for the entire field of survey is not  possible.  For the 
present it is necessar,y. to take  account  of this handicap in 
analysing results and in the future it will be  necessar,y to fill 
this gap with the aid of the substantial increase in the number  of 
returning holdings  expected over the years "1975"  to "1978". 
(1) If the rate of cover were  calculated on  the basis of a  criterion 
other than the number  of holdings,  _for  example  the UAA  or even 
production,  the percentage in question would undoubtedly be 
higher. - 14-
BREAKDOWN  OF  THE  DIVISIONS  OF  FADN 
ON  THE  BASIS  OF  THE  RATE  OF  COVERAGE 
OF  THE  FIELD  OF  SURVEY  OF  THE  ACCOUNTING  SAMPLE 
Low  representation  Medium  representation 
I  High representation 
~50%  50  - 70  %  > 70% 
08  Saarland  4%  01  (Schleswig- )50%  18  ~Limousin,  )  71 % 
05  Rheinland-Pfalz 19 %  (Holstein  )  Auvergne  ) 
28  Umbria,  Marche  20%  26  ~Emilia.- )  13  (Basse-Normandi~) 72 % 
Romagna  )50%  (Haute-Normandie) 
27  Toscana  22%  23  Lomba.rdia  51  %  39  Northern Ireland 72  % 
31  ~Puglia,  ~  29 %  17  ~Lorraine,  )  38  Ireland  74 %  Basilioata  )  52 %  Alsace  40  Scotland  75 %  33  Sardegna  34%  19  Rh8ne-Alpes  54%  34  Belgique/Belgig  77  %  35  Luxembourg  38%  (Nordrhein- ) 
32  Sicilia  39% 
03  (Westfalen  )  55 %  42  Wales  1a  r~ 
06  (Baden- )  22  (Piemonte,  )  56 %  ~Franche-Comte,) 
)  42 %  16  Champagne,  )  80%  (Wiirttemberg  (Valle  d'Aosta ) 
0 
Bourgogne  ) 
04  Hessen  46%  20  ~A  quit  aine,  ~  59 %  36  Nederland  81  % 
(Campania,  )  Midi-Pyrenees 
30  ~Calabria,  ~ 
46%  ~England  ~60% 
rretagne,  pays) 
Molise  44  East Region  14  de  la Loire,  )  83  %  Poitou-Cha.ren-) 
(Lazio,  ~  47 % 
(Languedoc,  )  te  ) 
29  (Abruzzi  21  ~Provence-C6te )  61%  37 ·nanmark  90%  d1Azur-Corse  ) 
12  Nord,  Picardie  49%  ~Veneto,  ) 
25  Liguria  49%  24  Trentino-Alto  )  61% 
Adige,  Friuli-) 
(Venezia Giulia) 
02  Niedersachsen  62% 
43 :(England 
(West  Region  ~  63 % 
07  Bayern  64% 
15  ~Centre,  R8gion) 
parisienne  )  66 % 
1  (England 
4  (North Region  )  66 %  ) - 1.5-
PART  II 
PRINCIPAL  ACCOUNTANCY  RESULTS  "1974" 
11.  The  FADN  results are  presented in two  distinct parts,  namely 
- in absolute terms  (EUR)  for the entire "1974"  sample 
- in the form  of indices for the "1973/74"  constant  sample. 
The  average results of all ad hoc  groups made  up for specific 
analytical  purposes are presented either in the form  of 
- tables  (Annexes  VI  and VII) 
- or graphs  (Annex  VII). 
12.  The  results thus  presented are those of the actual accounting sample. 
They  can therefore diverge  from  the results published for the same 
groups  in the Member  States,  because the accounting samples  are not 
al~s the  same.  FUrther,  in certain Member  States a  weighting 
coefficient is applied to the results of the accounting sample,  with 
a  view to grossing them up for the entire field of survey 
represented,  and different methods  of calculation are used  (1). 
(1) For example:  the labour income  per ALU  in horticultural holdings 
in the Netherlands  (Division 36) in the present  publication shows 
a.n  increase to  7 535  EUR  (Fl.  25  280 ).  - According to the 
Netherlands'  calculations,  the labour income  for these  same 
holdings is Fl  18  563.  The  difference between these two 
results is basically due  to three causes  : 
- difference  in fixed rate of interest applied 
to capital  F12  814 
- difference in the method  of calculation of ALU  F12  619 
-difference due  to weighting coefficient  Fl1  284 - 16  -
IV.  PRESENTATION  OF  ACCOUNTANCY  RESULTS 
13.  The  presentation of the  "1974"  results is made  in the  same 
manner  as the  "1973"  results. 
A.  Averese  results by  group of returning holdings 
14.  The  average  results by  group of returning holdings are  presented 
in the  form  of computerized tables in which  each column  is 
reserved for the  average  results from  a  well defined group of 
holdings  and  in which  each of the 46  lines is attributed to one 
of the 119 criteria used for classif,ying the groups  of returning 
holdings  (see Annex  III). 
15.  The  choice  of 46  criteria is provided to characterize a  given 
group  of holdings depending upon  the type  of farming of the 
holdings  of the group  in quest ion.  Thus  the type  "Vinegrowing" 
is characterized by  data on  the growing of table grapes  and wine 
production while  for the type  "Cattle" the details are not  given 
but  are replaced by data on  the production of beef or milk etc. 
16.  Certain basic characteristics relating to the structure of the 
holding,  the  production and  income  are however  given systematically 
for all groups.  The  information includes,  for example,  UAA 
(Utilizable Agricultural Area),  ALU  (Annual  Labour Units ) ,  Labour 
Income  per ALU,  etc.  (see Annex  III Band C). 
17.  The  columns  of the tables giving results representing each 
group  of holdings  are  arranged according to type  of farming -
and  for a  given type  of farming- by  area;  in addition they 
follow  (from left to right) in increasing numerical  order by 
division. 
For the  four Community  countries which  have  more  than one 
division,  namely  Germ~, France,  Italy and the United Kingdom  {1), 
the tables show  also columns  with the averages for the groups 
constituted at national level. 
(1) For the  other countries,  namely  Belgium,  Luxembourg,  Netherlands, 
Denmark  and  Ireland,  the  inclusion of a  column  for national 
average  would  have  meant  a.  duplication,  in that the  average 
for the countr,y  and the division is identical. - 17-
These  columns  precede those giving the results of corresponding 
regional groups.  The  advantage  of inserting headings  only by 
the name  of the country in full  and not  by a  number  is that the 
characteristics of all holdings  of a  given type of farming and 
UAA  category  {category of holdings) can be  seen at  a  glance at 
Member  State level.  Because the new  columns  enable the national 
and regional data to be  compared easily, the  columns  showing the 
average  of the groups  represented at the national level make  it 
possible to measure  the disparities between the regional averages 
and the corresponding average for the entire accountancy  sample 
of  eac~ Member  State which  comprises more  than one  division. 
18.  The  columns  giving the  average results of the national  sample  of 
the four largest  Community  countries however  do  not all ai:pea.r  in 
the  present  document.  In fact  they are  omitted wherever there 
is a  repetition of results  alre~ appearing in a  column  for 
regional  averages  {e.g.  where  a  single regional  sample  covers  a 
given category of holdings for the whole  of the countr.y  concerned). 
Neither were  the national averages given where,  after consultation 
with the appropriate national agencies,  doubts  about  the 
statistical validity arose. 
19.  Several categories of holdings  elsewhere  which were  too 
heterogeneous  have  been subdivided to facilitate assessment  and 
the analysis of income  levels.  The  following categories are thus 
subdivided  :  "General Agriculture",  ''Horticulture",  "Fruit", 
''Vines",  "Cattle" a.nd  "Pigs".  Each of these specific types has 
thus been rearranged into more  highly specialized sub-groups. 
For example,  "Horticulture" ha.s  been subdivided into five  sub-groups, 
namely  "outdoor market  gardening",  "market  gardening under glass", 
"outdoor flowe:r-growing"  1  "flowe:r-growing under glass",  and  "field-
scale vegetable-growing",  whilst  "Cattle" ha.s  been subdivided into 
"beef a.nd  veal",  "milk" a.nd  "mixed"  {no  specialization). 
20.  The  refinement  of the Community  system for the classification of 
holdings will considerably enhance  the scope  of the  FADN  results, 
some  of which  related to excessively heterogeneous groups of 
holdings.  To  retain the maximum  number  of points of comparison 
between the  "1973"  and "1974"  results on  the  one  hand and those 
published earlier on  the other hand,  groups  of holdings constituted 
on  the basis of the  alre~-e:x;isting classification have  been 
maintained. - 18-
'Dm.s,  for example,  the "1974"  results include not  only the group 
averages for "milk:",  "beef' and veal" and "mixed"  (no specialization), 
lm:t  also the average results for all three groups combined under 
"Cattle". 
21. Resu1ts are presented only f'or groups of ten or more holdings 
constituted at regional  (or national) level for "1974"•  The 
resu.lts of the corresponding constant  sample in this respect  are 
p».blished only vhere the number of holdings is at least 5.  'The 
user shOill.d first of' all note the figure at the head of' each column 
g.iv.i.IDg the :number of holdings in the grou.p (first criterion) as it 
provides an indication of the scope  of' the data appearing in the 
colw:m.. 
B.  GraOO.s  for the ana.!vsis of' the trends in incomes 
22. !he reoorl contai.ns a  series of graphs prepared by computer  (see 
.Annex VII  B). 
'Dlese graphs show the trends in income  from  one year to another. 
1i'he points in the spread on each graph represent retum.ing holdings. 
Bothe the regression line and its equation and the line (in nominal 
te:nms)  on llhich the "status quo" points are located are also shown. 
ihe graphs are accompanied by a  distribu.tion of the number of 
:re-tuun:ing holdings considered according to their national origin 
as 11811  as indicators of the range of variation. - 19-
V  •  .VALIDITY  OF  THE  11197411  .A.CC<Xi'NTAlfCY  RESULTS 
23.  The  "1974"  results as with preceding years m.st be used with caution. 
In anal.ysing them it is essential to take account of the fact that 
at its present stage of development the FADll  has not yet achieved 
an entirely satisfactory degree of representativity. 
In certain circumstances they are very reliable with regard to a 
given geographical area, b.tt m.ch less so if considered on a  larger 
scale.  A group of returning holdings adequately' representing 
a  category of holdings in a  particular division is not necessarily' 
an adequate sample to represent all the holdings in the same 
category at the national level, where the country concerned mq have 
divisions which include this categoey wi  thou.t its being represented 
by the returning holdings. 
Conversely in certain groups of some  ten returning holdings are 
barely adequate to represent the corresponding category of holdings 
in a.  given region,  while several groups can at a  more  aggregated 
geographical level give a  satisfactocy picture of the situation. 
24. Further, certain average results for excessively heterogeneou.s 
holdings can conceal very different situations,  even contrary 
tendencies pass unnoticed.  The  presentation of detailed and more 
aggregated results whether geographically or by type of farming 
reveals the limitations and pitfalls of a  too hasty analysis of 
su.mmary  of the averages  presented. 
25.  Some  groups of holdings emerged following the Community 
reclassification of holdings carried ou.t  a  posteriori,  on the basis 
of fa.rm  return data..  The  regional committees responsible for the 
selection had not envisaged that these groups weald be represented 
in the accounting sample.  The  average results for such groups 
which established themselves spontaneously cannot therefore alwa.ys 
be considered reliable.  A distinguishing s,ymbol  identifies the 
relevant  groups in the annex {small black square beside the 
heading). - 20-
26.  All the groups  of holdings falling within the specialized farming 
types  (details introduced in the Community  classification when 
the  111973"  results were  presented) similarly result  only from  the 
a  posteriori classification of holdings selected to represent 
certain far less specific types. 
27.  It is also to be  noted that  among  the criteria adopted to determine 
the situation of the groups  of holdings under consideration, 
labour income  is assessed on  the basis of data some  of which are 
obtained from  sources  other than the farm  accountants.  The  level 
of such income  depends,  among  other things,  on  the notional  re·l;urn 
on  the.farm and working capital employed. 
28.  ~~e economic  or financial  results of the returning holdings are 
expressed in EUR  using the conversion rates for each national 
currency  (see Annex  III B).  In a  period of generally high 
inflation at rates varying from  one  country to another,  i.e. the 
situation since 1973,  the comparability of the accountancy data. 
could be  affected by the fact that the various inflationary forces 
a.re  not  taken into account  fully in determining the conversion rates. 
To  avoid part  of these difficulties at least, the trend in economic 
results - particularly incomes  - of the groups  of holdings studied 
have been established directly on  the basis of results expressed 
in national currencies. 
29.  It should also be  borne  in mind  that because the Member  States' 
accounting years are not  synchronized  (they are  out  of step by 
up to six months)  certain disparities in incomes  due  mainly to 
inflation,  or even sudden  changes  in the relative terms  of trade, 
ma_y  occur. - 21  -
VI.  PRD,TCIPAL  RESULTS  FOR  "1974" 
30.  This  chapter is basically devoted to the  general  observations 
resulting from  an initial overall analysis  of the economic 
situation of various types  of holding found  in the different 
regions of the Community.  This first  analysis was  mainly 
based on  the  labour income  per ALU  (LI/ALU);  it concentrates 
on  determining the size of the differences in income  observed 
and  on  ascertaining certain essential causes. 
The  following chapters  (chapters VI  and VII) will examine  another 
aspect,  namely  the development  of labour income  per ALU,  in 
particular between  "1973"  and  "1974"• 
A.  Profile of the  a.vera.ge  FADN  returning holding in "1973" 
31.  The  average  farm  corresponding to the total sample  of some  13  500 
returning holdings  observed in "1974"  in the Conmru.nity  has  the 
following characteristics  : 
PROFILE  OF  THE  AVERAGE  FADN  RETURNING  HOLDING 
"1974" 
Factors  and  means  Production and  Income 
of production 
UAA  42.80  ha  Gross  production 701  EUR/ha. 
Gross  output  654  EUR/ha 
Labour  2.1  ALU  Net  farm  income  330  EUR/ha 
Working capital 30  534  ET.JR  Labour  income  4  661  EUR/ha 
Comparing the  accounting sample  in the "1973"  report  and  the 
"1974"  report,  there is a  slight  increase in area. per holding 
(41.69 ha to 42.80 ha.)  and  an  appreciable  increase  in capital 
per holding  (28  670  EUR  to 30  534  EUR).  The  manpower  shows  no 
perceptible change.  Production is slightl7 up but  the labour 
income  per ALU  is slightly down  (4  661  EURfALU  from  4 824). 
The  average  Coiill"ntA.nity  returning holding in "1974n  is certainly 
not  entirely identical to the  average  farm  in the Community. 
The  latter, excluding farms  of less than 5 ha,  has  an area of 
about  28  ha.  and employs  2  ALUs.  Nevertheless,  the  average - 22-
Community  returning holding is an  initial point  of reference for 
analysing the structural and  economic  diversity of all returning 
holdings  observed by the FADN  in "1974"• 
32.  Labour  income  per ALU  in the  average Community  returning holding 
(4  661  EUR)  is the result  of a.  very wide  variation.  Among  the 
13  500  or so returning holdings  observed,  more  than half (about 
7  300)  have  a  labour income  of less than 4  000  EUR/  ALU  (the 
labour income  for around 20%  of these being between 2  000  and 
4  000 IDR/ALU),  while barely a  tenth  (1  000) have  a  labour 
income  of over 10 000  EL~/ALU.  Thus,  a.  little under 4Q%  of 
the  re:turning holdings  are to be  found in an  intermediate  zone 
of between 4 000  and  10  000  EUR/ALU  (1). 
B.  Distribution of income  among  farms  according to type of farming 
and size 
33.  An  examination of incomes  according to the main types of farming 
or the  farm  area shows  that  : 
a) farms  with both the highest  overall  income  and the highest 
labour income  per ALU  are those  in the "arable" or "pigs 
and  poultry" classes,  followed by  farms  concentrating on 
"grazing stock" and  finally those  concerned primarily with 
"permanent  crops"  (2).  The  level of labour income  in 
accounting holdings engaged mainly in grazing stock does· 
not  achieve  6Q%  of the  income  of those  farms  engaged in 
arable cropping,  even though the latter type  requires more 
labour  (  +  20Cfo),  while using pra.ct ica.lly the same  land area 
and requiring approximately the  same  working capital. 
(1) Similar observations were  established in "1973". 
(2) In "1973"  the  relative position of the categories of holding 
was  similar for the first two  classes;  but  for the latter 
two  the  position was  the reverse. : 
I 




CHARACTERISTICS  AND  INCOMES  "197411  IN ALL 
REWRlfiNG  HOLDINGS  ACCORDING  TO  TYPE  OF 
HOLDING  OR  UTILIZED  AGRICULWRAL  AREA 
Humber  Net  Labour 
of  UAA  ALU  Capi- farm  income 
hold- tal  revenue/  per 
ings  (ha)  (IDR)  ALU  ALU 
(EUR)  (EUR) 
1  2  3  4  5  6 
(6)  LI/AW 
(5)  X  lowest 
100  = 
100 
1  8 __ 
Sub-group by farm 
type 
•  product ion of 
arable  2.625  49,72  2,44  34.202  9-511  §.699  70  185 
•  permanent  crops 
1.898  9,77  2,18  15.161  4.740  3.625  75  100 
•  grazing stock 
(cattle,  sheep)  7-491  51,30  2,03  32.217  5.855  3.962  68  109 
•  pigs and poultr,y 
1.426  29,63  1,67  35.575  8.547  5-461  64  151 
Sub-groups by UAA 
.  <  5 ha UAA  1.274  2,6o  2,0  13.591  6.928  4.871  10  156 
. 5 - 10  ha UAA  1.758  7,65  1,8  11.109  4.044  3.124  77  100 
•  10  - 20  ha U  AA.  3.280  15,17  1,7  19.126  4.761  3.373  71  108 
•  20  - 50  ha UAA  4.543  31,67  1,9  32.061  6.348  4.252  67  136 
~  50  ha UAA  2.6o3  140,49  3,1  63.658  9.545  6.523  68  209 
b) t·li th the exception of a  very composite group of farms  with 
an area of less than 5 ha,  which include highly intensive 
and  specialized holdings,  in particular in the field of 
horticulture under glass and  pigs or poultry,  both the net 
income  per ALU  and the labour income  per ALU  increase with the 
farm  area;  they are  respective~ 1  :  2.4 and  1  :  2.1  which 
means  that  when  the category changes  from  5 ha to 10 ha to 
over 50 ha,  the  income  doubles  (1). 
{1)  The  average area of this last type is of 140 ha.  This category 
is characterized by  a  very large variation over the agricultural 
area.  These  vary from  50-60 ha to nearly  300  ha  (beef cattle in 
UK)  and  in fact  nearly 1  500  ha  (sheep in Scotland). ~J:pe 
of 
-24-
c) According to type  of farm,  the  labour income  represents between 
7o%  and 8o%  of total return on  production factors consisting on 
the  one  hand  of the total labour force  of the holding and  on  the 
other of the farmers'  own  capital  (land and buildings  and  working 
capital).  The  larger farm,  the less important  the part  pl~ed 
by wages  in the return on  all production factors.  Depending on 
the size of the farm,  the  share  of the labour force varies from 
i  (5-10 ha) to 2/3  ( ~  20  ha). 
c.  Distribution of income  according to types of farming 
34.  There  is considerable variation between labour income  of farms 
carrying on  the same  type  of farming. 
AVERAGE  CHARACTERISTICS  OF  RETURNING  HOLDINGS  FOR  "1974" 
ACCORDING  TO  TYPE  OF  FAJWIING 
(total of returning sample) 
Number  Capital  Net  rbour 
1 (6) 
of  UAA  ALU  (EUR) 
revenue  ALU  5 
¢ LI/ 
ALU  =  farm  incomy  n  X 
<t1{~)  farming  return.  (ha)  ALU/EU:R  IDR  100  ~oldings 
1  2  3  4  ')  6  1  8_, 
111  General  1.064  70,37  2,2  39.159  11.845  8.399  71  180  I  agriculture 
130  Arable - grazing  678  56,59  2,5  38.264  1·566  5.375  71  115  stock 
310  Grazing stGCk - 1.537  42,02  2,2  32.778  6.137  4.280  10  92  arable 
milk  2.396  30,62  2,0  32.267  6.024  4.191  70  90 
336 Cattle  meat  1.007  72,73  1,8  30.864  4.615  2.866  62  61 
mixed  1.018  45,66  2,2  38.047  6.255  4.216  67  90 
340  Grazing stock - 1.124  25,85  1,7  29.742  6.352  4.016  63  86  pigs  and poultry 
430  Pigs,  poultry - 641  27,34  1,7  34.511  7.340  4.777  65  102  grazing stock 
44S. Pigs  455  27,21  1,6  38.66o  10.141  6.516  64  140 
I 
112  Horticulture  567  6,43  3,0  24.306  9.108  6.351  70  136 
223 Fruit  558  7,84  2,3  10.549  4.961  3.979  00  85 
224 Vines  743  10, .30  !  2,2  22.173  5·484  3.968  72  85 - 25-
35.  The  level of labour income  per ALU  in the general agriculture 
holdings  reaches  almost triple that  of those cattle holdings 
specializing in beef production while  the latter holdings use 
approximately the same  area of land  (70 ha instead of 73  ha)  a.nd 
need virtually the  same  amount  of capital  (17  800  EUR  instead of 
17  100 ). 
36.  With the exception of the holdings  in the classes horticulture,  fruit 
and vines,  the  average capital employed in the majority of the types 
of holdings is between  30  000  and  38  000  EUR  whatever their 
specialization.  While  this is a  relatively limited range,  at the 
level of individual holdings the variation is considerably more 
important. 
The  horticulture,  vine and  fruit holdings fall below the range  for 
they do  not  require working capital of much  importance;  but  the 
value of their fixed equipment,  including plantations,  is significant. 
D.  Variations of income  among  farms  carrying on  the  same  type  of 
farming 
37.  The  variation of labour income  per ALU  is also considerable within 
groups of farms  of a  given type  of farming.  The  following outline 
gives an idea of the number  of farms  in each of 10  classes of 
labour income  per ALU  varying from  less than 2  000  EUR  to more  than 
14  000 EUR,  each step corresponding to 2  000  EUR. 
The  diagram  (following)  shows  that  in "1974"  as in "1973",  for each 
type of farming under consideration,  the dis·tribution of incomes 
is large;  it is spread more  broadly for general  agriculture and 
pig farming,  types  of farming where  the average  income  was  relatively 
high,  than for fruit cultivation and beef production where  average 
incomes  are relatively low. 
The  size of the variation offers to a  number  of holdings  favourable 
prospects for increasing their incomes  without  making major changes 
in their management.  Nevertheless these  prospects can be  realized 
only in so far as certain basic conditions can be  met. -26-
DISTRIBUTION  OF  RETURNING  HOLDINGS - FADN  " 1974 " 
RELATED  TO  CERTAIN  TYPES  OF  FARMING  ACCORDING  TO 
TEN  CATEGORIES  OF  LABOUR  INCOME  PER  ALU  (TOTAL  SAMPLE) 
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38.  The  distribution of incomes as  shown  in the preceding diagram is 
the result of several essential elements,  in particular : 
the type of production on the farm  : 
The  income distribution,  for example,  of all cattle farms is 
different  from that of dair,y farms  and of farms  which specialize 
in beef production.  The  same  applies to farms  specializing in 
cereal growing compared with the general agriculture class. 
the price levels and their relationships  : 
The  different price levels between agricultural products explain 
to a  large extent the variation in incomes  just as the 
difference in price relationships between factors  and products. 
the conditions of production of holdings  : 
The  conditions under which milk is produced vary according to 
region  (cf.  page  )  and farm structure.  Farm  size  plagr-s  an 
important  role here  {scale economies). 
farm  management  ability : 
This factor although difficult to assess is essential.  It 
appears clearly when  variations in income  within a  group of 
farms  corresponding to trell-defined regions,  type of farming and 
size are examined. 
E.  Geogranhical variations in income  on Particular types of farm 
39.  Regional variations in labour income  per .ALU  are considerable not 
only in whole groups  of returning holdings of the  same  general 
type but  also for much  more  homogeneous  groups.  The  differences 
in income  of holdings for certain types of farm  in a  region -
expressed in relation to the average labour income  per ALU  for 
all farms  of this type in the sample  (~ =  100) - in "197  4" 
continue to be considerable. - 28-
VARIATIONS  IN  LABOUR  INCOME/ALU 
ESTABLISHED  AT  REGIONAL  LEVEL  IN 
CERTAIN  TYPES  OF  AGRICULTURAL  HOLDINGS 
T.ypes  of holding  Variations  {¢ ]3}. by type =  100) 
!IYpe  of farming  UAA  {ha)  from  ••••••  to • • • • • • • • • 
General  20- 50  53  Aquitaine,  Midi- 156  Nederland 
agriculture  Pyrenees 
~  50  83  Lombardi a  133  Centre,  Region pa-
risienne 
Horticulture  <  5  27  Campania,  Calabria,  150  Belgique 
.Molise 
Vines  <  5  3J  Aquitaine,  Midi- 155  Franche-Comte, 
Pyrenees  Champagne, 
Bourgogne 
5- 10  6.5  ~V tagne,  pays  d~  197  Rheinland-Pfalz 
•  .t.a  Loire,  Poi  tou-· 
Gharente 
Grazing stock -
arable  10-20  60  Hessen  159  Belgique 
20-50  71  Bretagne,  pays  da  170  Belgique 
la Loire,  Poitou-
Charente &  Aqui-
taine,  Midi-Pyre-
nees 
~  50  58  Aquitaine,  Midi- 129  Scotland 
Pyrenees 
Cattle  5  - 10  6  Ireland  178  Da.nmark 
10-20  8  Ireland  174  Veneto,  Trentino-
Alto  Adige,  Friuli-
Venezia Giulia 
20  - 50  10  Ireland  200  Nederland 
~  50  21  Ireland  137  Da.nmark 
Grazing stock -
46  166  pigs  and  poultry  10-20  Limousin,Auvergne  Nederland 
20-50  69  Aquitaine,  Midi- 137  Belgique 
Pyrenees 
I - 29-
40.  The  most  important  differences  {from  1  to almost  30) are  found 
between the groups  of cattle holdings;  the smallest  although still 
considerable are  found  in the general agriculture type  ~  50  ha. 
T.Y'pe  of farming is not the only factor which accounts  for the 
large differences in farm  income  observed.  In this respect it will 
be noted that  as in "1973"  certain divisions are often at  the top 
of the classification,  regardless  of techno-economic  categor,y  or 
size,  for example,  in Belgium,  Netherlands,  Derunark,  while  other 
divisions such as Ireland,  Aquitaine,  Midi-P,yr~n~es,  are generally 
found at the bottom of the classification with ver,y  low incomes. 
F.  Distribution of income  in returning holdings  in the different  regions 
41.  Although the accounting sample  is not  representative of agriculture 
in different divisions {1)- in some  cases far from it- it is 
appropriate to examine  the distribution of regional  accounting samples 
according to labour income.  This  distribution certainly does not 
exactly correspond to that of all the agricultural holdings in the 
region,  but  as returning holdings  have  been selected to represent 
the most  typical, if not  the most  important  types of holding in 
the division,  knowledge  of this distribution provides  an initial 
indication of the distribution of farm  income  at  regional  level and 
to some  extent  explains the sensitivity in the agricultural sector 
in each of the large regions  of the Community. 
42.  In each of the divisions thus the  returning holdings have  been 
broken down  into 10 types of labour income  per ALU  (LI/ALU).  The 
results of this breakdown  are shown  in the histogram in the graph 
following  {2 ). 
See  map  of divisions Annex  I  c. 
There  is a  histogram for each of the regional divisions included 
in the FADN.  •rwo  essential numerical facts are  shown  for each 
histogram  :  the number  of returning holdings  observed  {shown  in 
parenthesis) and the  percentage of the FADN  field of survey 
represented qy  the holdings.  These  are indicators  of the real 
scope  of the accounting data for each division. -30-
BREAKDOWN  (%)  OF  RETURNING  HOLDINGS  BY  DIVISION  AND  BY  LABOUR  INCOME  PER  ALU 
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The  histograms for regions endowed  with an  a.gricul  ture that  is 
generally considered to be  flourishing show  a.s  in "1973"  a.  wider 
spread than the others.  In less favoured regions  a.s  regards both their 
nature and general  economic  situation,  there is on  the other hand  a. 
greater concentration of holdings in the low  income  categories 
(0 to 4 000 EUR/ALU).  Ever,ywhere,  however,  even  including the regions 
apparently the least favoured,  a.  wide  variation in incomes  exists 
between the different holdings. 
43.  The  wide  variation in each of the regional  accounting samples is 
reflected in concentrations of returning holdings in the  income 
categories which  a.re  ver,y  different  according to the Member  States. 
At  the Member  State level the highest  concentrations occur in the 
followin~ categories  : 
44. 
ca.t egor,y  0 to 2  000  EUR/  ALU 
ca.tegor,y  2  000 to 4  000  EUR/ALU 
- ca.t egor,y  4  000  to 6  000  EUR/  ALU 
* 
*  * 
42.~ of Irish holdings 
32.8%  of German  holdings 
34.1%  of French holdings 
33.9%  of Italian holdings 
25.1%  of United Kingdom 
holdings 
33.1%  of Belgian holdings 
28.~~ of Luxembourg  holdings 
20.3%  of Netherlands holdings 
22.  2]b  of Danish holdings 
In conclusion,  the  labour income  of the average Community  returning 
holding which  ha.s  risen to 4  661  EUR/ALU  in "1974"  is the result  of 
a.  ver,y  wide  variation in incomes  which  a.re  ver,y  different depending 
on  the type,  size and geographical location of the holdings.  Arable 
and grazing stock holdings usually receive  a  high income  (6  699  and 
5 461  EDR/ALU  respectively) whereas  permanent  crops and stock 
grazing tend to do  less well  (3  625  and  3 962  EL~ALU respectively). 
The  large holdings,  regardless of their type  of farming,  have  a 
distinct  advantage  (3  124  EUR/ALU  per 7.6 ha,  6 523  EURJALU  per 
148  ha.).  Since profitable enterprises and structures suitable for 
high productivity and  income  are mainly concentrated in certain regions, 
and,  moreover,  since in the regions  in question production conditions 
are usually good  and the farmers  competent,  the spread in farm  income 
between returning holdings in the different regions is considerable• - 32-
VII.  TREND  IN  INCOME  ON  RE'IURNING  HOLDINGS  BETWElill'!  "197 3"  and "197  4" 
45.  A comparison of the average  labour income  per ALU  for the  complete 
sample  shows  a  decrease  in the order of 3.4%  in "1974"  compared to 
"1973".  This trend nevertheless is hol'lever highly variable 
according to the types  of farms  : 
slightly positive in regard to arable production  (+  3%) 
slightly down  in regard to grazing stock (- 3%) 
- the trend shows  some  high reductions in regard to permanent 
crops  (- 19,iG)  and  even more  for pigs  and poultr,y  (- 25%). 
46.  rrhe  changes  in agricultural  incomes  from  one year to the other 
as they appear here mey  be  influenced by the changes  found in 
the  accountancy  sample  between the two years under consideration 
(about ·l- of the holdings are new  in "1974").  'llb.is  is why  one 
should refer at the  same  time to the constant  sample  of returning 
holdings  (all holdings  which have  appeared in the  FAin{  accounting 
sample  during the two years "1973"  and "1974"  ( 1) to determine 
the trends in labour income  per ALU. 
The  constant  sample  of returning holdings relates basically to those 
holdings which have not  been subject to  any  exceptional situations 
or have  suffered any significan:t  changes  such as to lead to their 
rejection or dropping out  of FADN.  Consequently  one  can expect 
that  the trend in income  for such a  sub-group is more  favourable 
than that of the accounting sample  as  a  whole. 
The  trend in labour income  per ALU  in "1974"  seems  less unfavourable 
when  one  considers the results of FADN  as  a  whole  than when  one 
looks at the data of the national agricultural accounts.  That  is 
even more  so  when  one  takes the constant  sample  of FADN. 
( 1 )  As  long as the FADN  does not  represent  the l'thole  field of 
survey it is necessary to have  recourse to constant  samples 
of returning holdings in order to assess as correctly as 
possible the trend in incomes  of farmers  in various types of 
farms  represented.  The  income  trend thus calculated takes 
into account all the factors  which influence  income  and in 
particular changes  in farm  structure. - 33-
A.  The  average Community  returning holding 
4  7.  The  labour income  per ALU  on  the average  Community  returning 
holding in the constant  sample  lias  not  changed  (4  526  EUR/  .(U,U 
in "1973"  and 4 551  EUR/ALU  in "1974"). 
The  unchanged labour income  expressed in current monetar,y  values 
indicates nevertheless a  drop in income  equivalent to the rate of 
inflation.  It is to be  noted that this has been particularly 
high in several :Member  States in "197 4  "•  · 
B.  Main  types of farming 
48.  The  trend in income  has been sharply varied depending on  the 
general type of farming.  The  following graphs  demonstrate this. 
The  variation and the lines of regression  (y = ax+ b)  i~dicating 
the tendency as  regards the change  in labour income  per ALU  in 
"1974"  compared to "1973"  for each of the four main  types of 
farming are  shown  by the following  : 





farm  holdings  ient  "a"  ient ''b"  correlatiCll deviation 
Arable  1 927  0.8143  1 718  o.7o81  4 462 
Permanent  crops  1 530  0.3267  2 199  0.4095  2 576 
Grazing stock  5 934  0.7468  960  0.6746  2 247 
Pigs &  poultry  988  0.5181  2 147  0.5368  3.245 
Total  10  379  o. 71  1 243  0.6628  2.984 
The  preceding data,  corrobcrated by the following graphs  (1) allow 
one  to arrive at the following conclusions  : 
a) 'f.he  differences in the trend in labour income  per ALU  between 
"197 3"  and  "197 4"  are considerable.  Half of the returning 
holdings have  seen an  increase in income  and the other half on 
the contrary a  drop or standstill in their income. 
(1) For the interpretation of the graph one  should refer to the 
legend shown  in the introduction to Annex  VII. - 34  -
b) This distribution by  half of the entire returning holdings 
corresponds however  to a  situation ver,y  different  in the 
different types of production as  can be  seen from  the table 
below  : 
; 
IJ.ype  of  Returning holdings  Returning holdings 
farming  with higher LI/ALU  l'ri  th lower LI/  ALU 
in "1974"  than 
"1973"  (~0) 
in "1974"  than 
"1973"  (~£) 
r.  Arable  59  41 
II. Permanent  crops  51  49 
III. Grazing stock  49  51 
IV~ Pige &  poul  tr,y  39  61 
•rota.l  50  50 
c)  rL".ae  holdings which  showed  a  low  income  in "1973"  have 
generally - in a  higher proportion - im~roved their position 
in "1974"•  'l'he  reverse is found  for the holdings  which 
enjoyed a  relatively high income  in "1973"• 
This  general trend towards  an  evening out  of incomes  in the 
ssmple under consideration is characterized by  a  downward  m 
movement  of the line of regression in relation to the line 
of isorevenue. 
The  point  of intersection of the ttro  lines shol'm  theoretically 
to  wh~t level of labour income  per ALU  the returning holdings 
for "1974"  have  had more  possibility of improving their income 
compared to "1973".  Beyond  this level of income  the holdings 
~1a.lysed run more  risk of seeing their previous  income  fall. 
The  level of income  in question is found  as  follows  : 
4  000  EUR/  ALU  for permanent  crops ·types  of farms 
6  000  EUR/ALU  for grazing stock - pigs and  poultr,y types  of 
farms 
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c.  Main  specialized types 
50. 
The  trend in labour income  per AJ.JU  between "1973"  a.nd  "1974" 
diverges  according to the specialized types  of farm.  The  graph 
on  the following page  shows  the  "migratory balances"  of 
returning holdings in each class of income  for the principal 
specialized types. 
rrhe  vine  producers  and  pig holdings  have  been affected particularly 
in "1974"  by  a  drop in labour income  as well  as  farms  engaged in 
fattening cattle. 
For all the  other types,  the tendencies  in the change  in income 
are less clear.  Generally there has been an  increase in income 
variations,  rather in the direction of a  rise for the holdings 
engaged in general agriculture,  even dairy farms,  while stock 
grazing farms  and  pig and  poultry farms  have generally suffered 
a  drop in farm  income. 
Only  the  horticultu~al holdings are an  exception to this general 
trend towards  a  wider variation;  the trend in their income  has 
involved a  transfer of holdings  with extremes  of income  to less 
erGreme  groupings. 
'lurning more  particularly to dairy farms,  a  slight  increase in the 
average  labour income  per ALU  (LI/ALU)  (100 EUR/ALU,  i.e. +  2.5~) 
is observed;  this results from  an increase of 1  300  EUR/ALU 
(+  11%)  of the gross  output  on  one  hand  and  of 1  200  EtJR/ALU 
(+  14$·:,)  on  costs  on  the  other. 
This  slight  increase in income  has  had  the effect,  given the 
general context,  of improving a  little the position of dairy 
holdings  in relation to their average  labour income  per ALU  in 
comparison to all farms  analysed  (index 90  in  11197411  against 
88  in "1973"). TREND  OF  LABOUR  INCOME  PER  A.l.U.  BETWEEN  "1973" AND  "1974" 
( DISTRIBUTION  OF  CONSTANT  SAMPLE  HOLDINGS  WHICH  HAVE  CHANGED  INCOME  CATEGORY) 
"/. ,...-------------, 
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increase  in  number  of  holdings 
decrease  in  number  of  holdings 
1  =  <- 2 000 
2  = -2000 - 0 
3  =  0  - 2 000 
4  =  2 000  - 4 000 
5  =  4 000  - 6 000 
6  =  6 000 - 8 000 
7  =  8 000 - 10 000 
8  = 10 000 -12 000 
9  =  12 000 - 14 000 
10  =  ~14000 
CCE- DG VI-G2-7607.45 - 41  -
D.  Regions 
51.  An  analysis of the changes in the distribution of the constant 
sample  of F.ADN  returning holdings  on the basis of earned income 
per ALU  in each division between "1973"  and "1974"  (see graph 
below)  shows  the  regions of the Community  where the change  in 
agricultural  incomes  in "1974"  (  1 ) has been su  bst  ant ial.  The 
ratio between the number of returning holdings having changed 
class in the  region in question gives  a  picture of the size of the 
change  observed.  The  nearer this ratio is to 1  the more 
significant is the change. 
Among  the divisions where  a  significant proportion of returning 
holdings  saw changes  of income  class,  one  can easily distinguish 
those in a  favourable  state (2),  those in an unfavourable state  (3) 





The  value of this criteria (numerator/denominator) is shown 
in the box retained for each division. 
Relates to regions where the distribution profile is broadly 
as  follows  :  + 
Relates to regions where the distribution profile is broadly 
as follows  •  .  .Av 
Relates to regions where the distribution profile is broadly 
as follows .  • 
)  1\  I'\ 
V'-T' -42-
CHANGES  OCCURRING  BETWEEN  " 1973" AND  " 1974" 
IN  THE  DISTRIBUTION  OF  RETURNING  HOLDINGS  BY  DIVISION  ACCORDING 
TO  THEIR  LABOUR  INCOME  PER  ALU 
(CONSTANT  SAMPLE) 
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NOTICE 
0.1 Country  - Division  W 
li  Number  of  returning  holdings  having  changed  category 
55  Number  of  returning  holdings  constant  sample 
~  Net  increase  in  number  of  holdings 
0  Net  decrease  in  number  of  holdings 
Source: FADN  accounting  year  " 1974  " 
Categories  of  labour income  EUR/ALU 
1 =  <  -2000  6 =  6000  - 8000 
2  =  -2000- 0  7  =  8000  - 10000 
3  =  0- 2000  8  =  10000- 12000 
4  =  2000 -4000  9 =  12000  -14000 
5 =  4000-6000  10:  ~  14000 
CCE-DG VlG/2-76f!/.4 - 43-
52.  As  an  example  the geographical distribution of the  income  trend for 
cattle holdings of 20-50 ha (all categories  :  milk,  beef and mixed) 
is examined  in more  detail below.  The  main  results by country 
are as follows  : 
DIDmX  OF  TRElliD  OF  PROIDCTION  AliD  INPUT  FOR  CA'r'l 1LE  FARli,iS 
(constant  sample  of returning holdings  from  20.to 50  ha) 
between  "1973"  and  "1974" 
Number  of  Index  ("1973" = 100) 
returning 
holdings  Gross  production per 
Country  animal  Inputs 
per 
rearing &  milk  ha 
fattening 
Deutschla..11d  259  108  108  108 
France  493  107  113  117 
It  alia  65  110  113  116 
Belgique/Belgie  71  114  115  108 
Luxembourg  30  103  110  110 
Nederland  144  101  107  114 
Danmark  75  105  111  112 
Ireland  165  73  114  123 
United Kingdom  70  113  129  120 
In all Member  States the gross production of milk has  increased 
.wol"e  .ra.~idly  tl"l.GW'l  tha.t  fr\lw.  the rearillg a.nd  fattening of cattle. 
In several Member  States the  increase in the production of milk 
and  beef  (both growth  and  feed requirements) were  insufficient 
in "1974" to compensate  completely for the increase in costs. 
According to the country,  however,  the situation is very 
different.  The  differences are even more  pronounced according 
to the regions. - 44-
53.  '!'he  indices for the trend in the level of labour income  per ALU 
in the various  regional groups  of returning holdings of 20  - 50  ha. 
engaged in cattle production  (indices shown  in the table below) 
indicate this divergent  development. 
For the da.ir.ying holdings,  apart  from  certain exceptions in 
regions characterized by  a.  trend to a.  lower labour income  per 
ALU  (Bavaria.,  Basse  and Haute  Nonna.ndie,  Bri  tta.ny,  PS\Y'S  de  la. 
Loire,  Poitou-Charente,  Alsa.ce-Lorra.ine,  Midi-P,yr~n~es, Emilia-Romagna., 
Netherlands,  Ireland,  Wales,  England West  and East),  the changes 
of labour income  per ALU  were  moderate~ higher. 
For the mixed  holdings  (milk and beef) one  can see  an  almost  general 
improvement  in labour income  per ALU,  the majority of the regional 
indices ranging between 100  and  161. 
As  for holdings specializing in fa.t  cattle production - represented 
in "1973"  and  "1974"  only in France,  Ireland and the United 
Kingdom  - there have  been considerable changes  in income,  rather 
towards  an  increase in French and United Kingdom  regions  whereas  in 
Ireland they have  seen their "1974"  income  reduced in the 
proportion oft compared with the  "1973"  income. 
These  ver.y  divergent  changes  are undoubted~ due,  to  a.  large 
measure,  to the significant changes  in the prices of certain types 
of cattle at the opening valuation a.s  compared  with the closing 
valuation. -45-
TREND  IN  LABOUR  !19Cuii!E  PER  ALU 
IN GROUPS  OF  !i1!.""RIRNING  HOLDINGS. SPECIALIZING  IN  CATTLB 
BETWEEN  "1973"  AND  "19711" 
(constant FAD!  sample}  Inde%  "1972"  •  100 
IIILE:  MIXED 
Divisions  I  UAA  :  5-10  10-20  20-50  ~50  10-20  20-50 
1  Schleswig-Holstein  137  100 
2  Niedersachsen  141  98  141 
3  Nordrhein-WestfalBD  127  129  105 
4  Hassen 
5  Rheinland-Pfalz  83  1.01 
6  Baden-WUrttemberg  114  100  130  94 
7  Ba_vern  90  107  108  83  105 
8  Saarland  100  91 
DEt1l'SCHLAND  ( 1)  110  118  101  107 
12  Nord,  Picardie  107  106 
13  Basse at Haute- 137 
Normsndie  72  111 
14  Bretagne,  Paye  de  1a 
Loire,  Poitou-Charente  97  89  122  126 
15  Centre,  Region parisienne 
16  Franche-comte,  Champqne, 
Bourgogne  188  124  114  161 
17  Lorraine,  Alsace  91 
18  Limousin,  Auvergne  105  13.5  120 
19  Rh8ne-Alpes  126  120  124 
20  Aquitaine,  Midi-Pyren6ea  109  104  127 
21  Lant;Uedoc,  Provence-
cet e  d'  .&zur-corae 
FRANCE  (1)  loB  115  110  loB  loB  120 
22  Piemcnte,  Valle d'Aosta 
23  Lombardi a  106  120  105  113 
24  Veneto,  'l'rentino-Alto 
Adige, Friuli-Venezia  125  147  179 
Giulia 
25  Liguria  116 
26  Elnilia-Romqna  114  8o 
27  Toscana 
28  Umbria.,  J.:arche 
29  Lazio,  Abruzzi  136  186 
30  Ca:npania,  Calabria, MoUse 
31  Puglia,  Basi1icata 
32  Sicilia 
33  Sardegna  104 
I'l'ALIA  (1)  120  121  113  123  128  126 
BELGIQUE  105  106  120  98  101 
LUXD(B()IJRO  104 
NEDERLAND  89  88  92 
D.UliWll:  129  107  99  101  99  101 
IRELAND  71  49  45  50  51  30 
39  Northern  Ireland  109  119 
40  Scotland  113  128 
41  England  tlorth Region  100  106 
42  Wales  76  100 
43  England  West  Region  100  93 
44  England  East Region  89  88 
UNITED  KINCDOM  (1)  95  98  75 
(1) The  trends established refer only to the FADN  accountancy sample;  they do  no~ 
necessarily represent the corresponding trend• in the national total of ho1dlnge 















lQ-20  20-50  ~ 50 
109  111 
63 
185  155 
123  loB  103 
159  100 
130 
118  120  109 
77 
26 
170  102 
178  135 
64 
86  87 
11  141 
100 
127  109 - 46-
FINAL  CONSIDERATIONS 
The  efforts to  speed up  the presentation of the FADN  accountancy results 
have,  with the present publication,  largely eliminated the delays in 
publishing the results of previous years. 
Overall the  exercise "1974"  has been,  so  far as agricultural  labour income 
per annual  labour unit  (ALI/  ALU)  was  concerne-d1a  mediocre  year compared to 
the excellent two  previous years.  In  111974"  the  ALI/ALU  (expressed in 
nominal  terms)  in all the returning holdings  of the FADN  has  shown  a 
decrease.  Also  the "1974"  exercise shows  a  break with the general trend 
of increasing agricultural labour income  since  "1969". 
Taking account  of the severe inflation which  reigned in most  Member  States 
in "1974",  the evolution of the agricultural labour income  was  generally 
negative,  often strongly so. Thereby,  the degree of parity of agricultural 
income  compared  with the corresponding income  of the other sectors of 
economic  activity could not  in "1974"  be maintained at the level achieved 
in "1973". 
Nevertheless,  one  sees a  certain stagnation of the average labour income 
per ALU  in the  sub  sample  of 10,379  returning holdings which  took part 
in the FADN  in "1973"  and  "1974"  (constant  sample).  All the holdings in 
this sample  have definitely  not  experienced a  drop in the ALI/ALU; 
almost  a  half of them  have  recorded an improvement  their situation in 
this respect. 
According to the types  of holding the evolution of the labour income  has 
been different,  even divergent in certain cases.  The  holdings directed 
toward arable production and to a  lesser extent  dairy holdings,  have 
recorded an increase in their income,  while viticultural and pig producing 
holdings have  recorded a  substantial drop.  In most  cases,  the variation 
in agricultural income  has increased. 
* 
*  * 
The  accoutancy results of the FADN  show  that the disparity in agricultural 
income  has increased between "1973"  and  "1974"  by as much  in comparison 
with the other sectors of economic  activity as within the sector. This 
highlights the  extreme  diversity which  characterises the Community  agri-
culture,  a  diversity that the excellent  results of the two  previous 
exercises had somewhat  toned down.  They  also show  how  the search for the 
best possible concordance,  between on the  one  hand the interest of farmers 
considered individually or in aggregate  and,  on the other hand the inte-
rest of the agricultural sector in the total economy,is  a  complex  and 
delicate task always under consideration. ANl'iJEX  I 
ANNEX  II 
Af'TNEX  III 
T  -
- 47-
REPORT  - "1 97 4"  FADN  RESULTS 
ANNEXES 
PA.ltT  I 
FEAIURES  OF  Y.dE  FADN  IN  "1974" 
TliE  FADN  • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  51 
A.  Organization of the Network 
B.  Diagram  of the operation of the Network 
c.  Map  showing the divisions 
THE  ACCOUNTING  SAMPLE  "197  4"  • ..  • ....  • • • • • ..  • • • • • •  55 
A.  Breakdown  of returning holdings by division 
B.  Field of survey represented by  groups  of ten 
or more  returning holdings  accordin~s to 
divisions 
c.  Field of survey represented by  groups  of ten 
or more  returning holdings  according to the 
categories of holdings 
D.  Breakdown  of groups  of ten or more  returning 
holdings  into categories of holdings  a.nd 
divisions 
E.  Breakdown  of groups  of ten or more  returning 
holdings  engaged in certain specialized 
productions  into categories of holdings  a.nd 
divisions 
PRE~~TATION OF  RESULTS  BY  G30UP  OF  HOLDINGS, 
TER.lVIINOLOGY  - DEFINI'l1IONS  - TYPES  OF  HOLDINGS  •••••••  65 
A.  Presentation of average results by  groups  of 
returning holdings 
B.  Sta~dard definitions additional to those  in 
the  regulations relating to the  FADN 
c.  IVlain  farm  production and  farm  income  criteria 
D.  Farm  types AN1'ffi:X  IV 
A1ifN]:X  V 
AN100C  VI 
- 48  -
PART  II 
ACCOl.i'NTii'JG  RESULTS  "1974"  BY  GROUP  OF  RErlURJ:HN"G 
HOLDINGS 
•  Average  results  (EUR)  - complete  sample 
(even numbered  pages) 
•  Indices  of changes  ("1972" =  100) - constant 
sample  (odd  numbered  pages) 
PRODUC'nON  AND  YIELD  CONDI'riOl'TS  "197  4" 
A.  Meteorological  conditions 
B.  Crop yields 
c.  Milk yields 
A.  Breakdown  (%).by division of returning holdings 
categorized according to the  level of labour 
income  per ALU  (Total  sample). 
B.l - Breakdown  (%)  of returning holdings  according 
to the level of labour income  per ALU  and 
according to category of holding (holdings 
constituting the  complete  sample  (national basis) 
B.2  - Breakdown  (%)  of cattle holdings  according to 
the specialized category (holdings constituting 
the  sample,  national basis). 
B.3  - Distribution by %age  of number  of returning 
holdings by  general type  and  by  category of UAA 
according to the level of labour income  per ALU 
(total sample). 
c.  Breakdown  of structural characteristics and average 
income  of returning holdings by  type  of farm 
according to UAA  category and  level of labour income 
per ALU  (total sample). 
D.l - Regional distribution of labour income  per ALU 
for categories of returning holdings  represented 
-by at  least 10 holdings- in ten or more 
divisions. 
D.2  - Regional  distribution of labour income  per ALU 
for cattle holdings  engaged in certain specialized 
productions. 
E.  Labour income  per ALU  by  farm  type  and  by  country 
(total sample). - 49  -
ANNEX  VII  - ANALYSIS  OF  INCOME  EVOWTION 
A.  Distribution of returning holdings  corresponding to 
certain types of farming  according to 10  categories of 
labour income  per ALU  : 
Situation in "1974"  and  e.volution  "1973"  - "1974"• 
B.  Graphs  trends of labour income  per ALU  between  "1973"  and 
"1974"  per type  of farming. 
c.  Histograms  :  "Distribution of returning holdings  according 
to the evolution of labour income  per ALU  b,y  Member  State 
(constant  sample). I  .... ;1-
TRE  FADN 
The  present  annex contains  : 
A.  Organization of the Network 
B.  Diagram  of the operation ot the Network 
c.  Map  showing the diviaiona - 52-
THE  EEOO  FARM  ACCOUNTANCY  DATA  NETWORK 
ORGANIZATION 
To  meet  the needs  of the Common  Agricultural Policy the 
Ministers of the Ehropean Economic  Community,  acting on 
the  Commission,  set up by  Regulation  (Reg.  No  79/65l"EEr, 
a  network for the collection of farm  accountancy data. 
been functioning in the field since 1968. 
Council of 
a  proposal from 
of 15  June  1965 ) 
This  network has 
,The  purpose  of the network is to provide the  accountancy data necessar,y for 
the  annual  determination of incomes  and for analysis of the economic  operation 
of agricultural. holdings.  The  results provided by the network are 
primarily used by the Commission  to prepare an  annual  report  on  the 
situation of agriculture and  of agricultural markets  in the Community. 
The  field of survey is confined to holdings  which  market  at least half 
of their final  production and are  run by  persons  who  devote  at  least 
three-quarters of their annual  working time to the business.  During 
the network's first years  of operation the field of survey has been 
further limited so as to cover only holdings of five  or more  hectares, 
except  for holdings  producing wine,  fruit,  horticultural produce  and 
olive products,  for which no  limit  as to area has been set. 
The  network comprises  a  sample  of some  14  000  holdings,  selected from  within 
the various regions of the Community  by  Regional  Committees  consisting 
of representatives of those  concerned  (administrative authorities,  farms, 
accountancy  offices,  etc.).  All holdings taking part  in the  survey do 
so voluntarily.  With  the help of the accountancy offices each holding 
keeps  full farm  accounts.  'rhe  main task of the  accountancy office 
is to prepare,  from  these  accounts,  farm  returns.  The  annual data in 
these returns are  forwarded to the Commission  by the various national 
liaison agencies. 
The  data are  processed a.t  Community  le,rel by the Commission,  assisted by 
a.  Management  Committee  (the Community  Committee  for the Farm  Accountancy  Data 
Network)  consisting of representatives of the Member  States and  of the 
Commission.  The  Commission  provides the Chairman  and the 
Committee's secretariat.  'l'he  Committee  is consulted mainly for the 
purpose  of~erifying that the selection of returning holdings has  been 
carried out  correctly and  of analysing and evaluating the data recorded. 
* 
*  * 
At  the  end  of 1973,  the Council  of Ministers decided to double the 
number  of returning holdings in the  four years 1975  to 1978,  gradually 
raising it to 28  000.  ~~is extension should considerably enlarge the 
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MAP  SHOWING  THE  DIVISIONS  OF  THE- FARM  ACCOUNTANCY  DATA  NETWORK 
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ANNEX  II 
THE  ACCOUNTING  SAMPLE  "1974" 
The  present annex contains 
A - Breakdown  of returning holdings by division 
B - Field of survey represented by groups of ten or more 
returning holdings according to divisions 
C - Field of survey represented by groups  of ten or more 
returning holdings according to categories of holdings 
D - Breakdown  of groups of ten or more  returning holdings 
into categories of holdings and divisions 
E - Breakdown  of groups of ten or more  returning holdings 
engaged  in certain specialized productions into categ-
ories of holdings and divisions 
N.B.  Certain tables contained in the present annex  include 
certain codes designating classes of holdings or the 
divisions. 
The  significance of these  codes  is shows  : 
for the divisions in Annex  I  4 
- for the  classes of holdings  in Annex  III. p.  82. -56-
BR&AKJ:lOWN  OF  I!E'lUR!UNG  HOLDI!:os  BY  DIVISION 
Number  of  ll'wuber  of oorreotq  ., 
returning holdings  completed return• 
Margin  Deficit  of Le88  Ammal  Divbion.  Reft;lation  ae1eotion  Total  oonatant  aelectionJ non-return group•  of asmp1e 
91  66/JB;  groups  asmple  Regulatior troa total  10 
b-a  b-e  o..d  il-e 
a  b  c  d  •  a  T  •  ,... 
01  Schleawis-Ho1atein  110  130  118  106  55  + 18,2  9,2  10,2  48,1 
02  Niederaachaen  360  416  365  330  258  + 15,6  12,3  9,6  21,8 
03  Nordrhein-Weatfalan  260  300  297  281  145  + 15,4  1,0  5,4  48,4 
04  !lessen  150  180  162  143  81  + 20,0  10,0  11,7  43,4 
05  Rheinland-Pfalz  150  180  146  134  60  + 20,0  18,9  8,2  55,2 
06  Baden-WUrttemberg  310  375  322  305  230  + 21,0  14,1  5,3  24,6 
07  Bayem  640  740  666  601  470  + 15,6  10,0  9,6  21,8 
oP.  Saarland  20  27  28  22  16  + 35,0  - 3,7  21,4  27,3 
DEUTSCHLAND  2.000  2.348  2.104  1.922  1,315  + 17,4  10,4  8,7  31,6 
12  Nord,  Picardie  180  213  207  170  147  + 18,3  2,8  17,9  13,5 
13  Baaae-Normandie,  210  199  165  124  113  - 5,2  17,1  24,8  8,9  Haute-Normandie 
14  Bretagna,  pays  de  la Loire,  680  778  739  668  590  + 14,4  5,0  9,6  11;7  Poi tou-charante 
15  Centre,  R~gion pariaienne  250  259  281  248  213  +  3,6  - 8,5  11,7  14,1 
16  Franche-c omt6,  Cha111pagne,  320  366  353  337  306  + 14,4  3,6  4,5  9,2  Bourgogne 
17  Lorraine,  A1eace  140  147  148  127  112  +  5,0  - 0,7  14,2  11,8 
lb  Limouain,  Auvergne  260  289  260  227  196  + 11,1  10,0  12,7  13,7 
19  Rhane-Alpee  240  227  213  207  192  - 5,4  6,2  2,8  7,3 
20  A~uitaina, Midi-Pyreneea  480  586  516  447  360  + 22,1  12,0  13,4  19,5 
21  Languedoc,  Provence- 240  316  293  264  221  + 31,7  7,3  9,9  16,3 
Cote  d'Azur-Corse 
FRANCE  3.000  3.380  3.175  2.819  2.450  + 12,1  6,1  11,2  13,1 
22  P1emonte,  Valle d'Aoata  275  288  248  166  109  +  4,7  13,9  33,1  34,3 
2  3 Lombard.ia  270  270  230  160  135  o,o  14,8  30,4  15,6 
24  Ver.eto,  Trentino-Alto Adige,  430  433  303  229  Fr1uli-Venezia Giulia  225  +  0,7  30,0  24,4  1,8 
25  Liguria ·  90  96  89  55  45  +  6,7  7,3  38,2  18,2 
2~ Emilia-Romagna  320  320  305  192  162  o,o  4,7  37,0  15,6 
27  Toscana  250  288  270  165  129  + 15,2  6,3  38,9  21,8 
2~ Umbrta,  Marche  220  240  195  83  45  +  9,1  18,8  57,4  45,8 
29  Lazio,  Abruzzi  300  312  290  220  192  +  4,0  7,1  24,1  12,7 
3C.  c~~pania, Calabria,  Moliae  460  460  324  276  267  o,o  29,6  14,8  3,3 
31  Pu~lia,  Basilicata  365  384  188  113  110  +  5,2  51,1  39,9  2,7 
32  Sicilia  350  350  317  282  206  o,o  9,4  11,0  27,0 
33  Sardegna  170  201  176  160  65  + 18,2  12,4.  9,1  59,4 
IT ALIA  3.500  3.642  2.935  2.101  1.690  +  4,1  19,4  26,4  19,6 
34  BELGIQUE  - BELGIE  550  617  556  524  458  + 12,2  9,9  5,8  12,6 
3  5  LUXEMBOURG  50  60  50·  44  39  + 20,0  16,7  12,0  11,4 
3b  NEDERLAND  900  1.095  992  963  676  + 21,7  9,4  2,9  29,8 
37  DANMARK  1.450  1,568  1.578  1.522  1.054  +  8,1  - 0,6  3,6  30,7 
38  IRELAND  550  637  567  541  469  + 15,8  11,0  4,6  13,3 
39  Northern  Ireland  200  240  190  171  121  + 20,0  20,8  10,0  29,2 
40 Scotlud  250  299  239  212  161  + 19,6  20,1  11,3  24,1 
41  England  North  Region  200  240  226  222  142  + 20,0  5,8  1,8  36,0 
42  Wales  200  226  178  173  161  + 13,0  21,2  2,8  6,9 
43  England  Wast  Region  325  350  245  215  161  +  7,7  30,0  12,2  25,1 
44  England  Eaot Region  425  507  423  395  298  + 19,3  16,6  6,6  24,6 
UNITED  KDIQOOM  1,600  1.862  1.501  1.388  1.044  + 16,4  19,4  7,5  24,8 
ENS~~MBLE CEE  13.600  15.209  13.458  11.824  9.195  + 11,8  11,5  12,1  22,2 D1viaion11 
01  5ch1eawi!-Holstein 
02  Niederaachsen 
03  Nordrhein-Westfa1en 
04  lfeseen 
05  Rheinland-Pralz 
06  Beden-1-li.irttemberg 
07  Bayern 
oB  naarland 
DEU'l'SC HLAM D 
12  Nord,  Picardie 
13  Basee-Normandie, 
Haute-Normandie 
14  Bretagne,  pays de  la Loire, 
Poitou-Charente 
15  Centre,  R~gion parisienne 
16  l''ranche-Comte,  Cha~~pagne, 
Bourgogne  ·-·  -
17  Lorraine,  Alaace 
1~ Limousin,  Auvergna 
19  Rhone-Alpea 
20  A11ultaine,  Midi-Pyrenees 
21  UL~guedoc, Provence-
Cote  d'Azur-Corse 
FRANCE 
2:>  Piemonte,  Valle d'Aosta 
23  Lombardi& 
24  Veneto,  Trentino-Alto Adige, 
Friuli-Venezia Giulia 
25  Liguria 
2r  Emilia-Romagna 
27  Toscana 
:>~  Umbria,  Marcile 
29  Lazio,  Abruzzi 
30  Camp~ia, Calabria,  ll!oliee 
31  Puglia,  Basilicata 
32  Sicilia 
33  Sardegna 
IT ALIA 
34  BELGIQUE  - BELGIE 
3  5 LUXEMllOIJRG 
3b  NEDERLAND 
37  DANMARK 
38  IRELAND 
39  Northern Ireland 
40  Scotland 
41  England North Region 
42  Wales 
43  England  West  Region 
44  England  East Region 
UNITED  KINGDOM 
ENSEMllLE  CEE 
-57-
FIELD  OF  ~~R~'Y HEP~rrb'D  BY  GROUPS  OF  TEN  OR  MORE 
RE'IUR!;I!IG  HOL'DI!IGS  ACCORDING  TO  DIVISIONS 
"1974" 
liumber  of holdinga represent-
liumber  or holdings in  ad by groupe or:, 10  ratum-
field of wrvey 1970 
(a) 
ing holdinge  (b) 
32.008  16.094 
95·433  59.156 
75.653  41.787 
42.342  19.592 
61.413  11.926 
94.338  40.061 
176.017  112.735 
4.414  176 
581.618  301.527 
61.207  30.135 
72.275  52.160 
256.752  212.317 
67.561  44o318 
91.572  73.231 
42.951  22.467 
87.505  61.686 
81.292  44.067 
111.727  101.659 
89.643  54o869 
1.022.485  696.909 
91.109  51.116 
53.076  27.294 
97.103  59.653 
26.092  12.789 
90o466  45.416 
63.882  14.211 
68.494  13.464 
94·793  44.698 
144.494  65.899 
90o729  25.845 
67.442  26.070 
34.817  11.130 
922.497  398.191 
84.778  65.094 
. 4. 732  1.816 
122.938  99.601 
118.266  1~.454 
112.900  83.400 
20.163  14.575 
19.949  14.943 
25.652  16.902 
17.008  13.296 
38.586  24o315 
39.615  23.647 
160.973  107.678 
3.131.187  1.860.676 
(b) 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































BREAKDOlrn  OF  OROOPS  OF  'I'EJI  OR  MOT!K  Rl!.'"lllRIIING  IIOLDINOS 
~ 
DWTSCHLABD  FIWfCE 
*  . 
01  02  03  04  05  06  07  08  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24 
110.5 
111.2 
111.3  13 
111.4  23  15  28  26  19  18  10 
111.5  20  31  61  32  18  m 
112.1  28  28  25  20  - 11 





130.3  10 
130.4  30  27  28  17  15  16  27 






210.3  16 
210.4  20 
220.1 
223.1  14  19 
223.2  29  25  11  13 
223.3  21  24 
223.4  21 
224.1  23  22  20  14  14 
224.2  18  12  23  21  20  ll  12  14 
224.3  39  28  13 
224.4  15  32 
224.5  21 
225.1 
225.3 
230.2  15 
230.3  13 
230.4  18 
310.2  13  15 
310.3  11  10  12  24  66  11  16  10  16  19  33  !l  21 
310.4  15  48  H  27  39  41  65  28  19  30  25  36  17  17  24  42  12 
310.5  26  13  34  27  17  15 
320.2  10  13 
320.3  12 
320.4  !2 
330.3  14 
330.4  16 
336.2  21  16  27  13  38  57 
336.3  15  29  14  47  150  11  57  18  40  37  53  18  32  22 
336.4  36  60  63  16  60  100  22  34  43  143  11  68  29  88  48  66  23  17  19  18 
336.5  - 25  31  25  35  32  52  16 
337.4  18 
337.5 
340.2 
340.3  18  31  26  53  69  19  14  16 
340.4  22  39  36  40  35  46  40  22  2S 
340.5 
410.2 
410.3  15 
410.4  21  16 
410.5 
430.2 
420.3  14  22  16  23  29  20 
430.4  13  42  25 
430.5 
24  .!!  19  34 
448.2 
448.3  16  34 
448.4  10  26 
448.5  -
449.3  19 
Total no.  ol· 
ret.holdings  106  330  28l  143  134  305  601  22  170  124  668  248  337  127  227  207  447  264  166  160  229 
in_.e-rouns  ~10 
Total no.  of  118  365  291  162  146  )22  666  28  207  165  739  281  353  148  260  213  516  248  ret.holdir.gs  293  230  303 
No.  of groups 
5  11  11  6  6  . f  11  1  1  5  24  9  ·11  6  6  1  18  12  12  9  12  ;.. 10 
N.B.  Figures not underlined refer to holding greups proposed for representation b,y  the Regional  Committee•  when 
eeleoting the  returning holdings.  ~'iguree underlined refer to groups  which  emerged during ana.lyaia of the 
reeulte. 








3 - 61  -
INTO  CA'I'F.GORII'!S  OF  llOLDI!lGS  AtiD  DIVISIOIIS  - "1971• 
lTW.l  B  L  !IlL  Jl(  IRL  UNITED  KINGDOM  No.of'  return. 
~ 
hold ngs 
26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  ~  10  •rota.l.  . . 
10  10  20  uo.s 
22  23  13  - 58  90  111.2 
22  11  23  19  16  104  128  111.3 
103  43  15  300  336  111.4 
62  94  33  121  482  506  111.5 
21  43  29  53  206  484  493  112.1 
22  40  112.2 
10  10  13  112.5 
13  - 13  36  120.2 
~  18  37  120.3 
19  19  58  130.2 
10  10  12  42  114  130.3 
19  21  200  252  130.4 
27  24  35  201  242  130.5 
18  I  18  27  140.3 
JT 
I  31  54  140.4 
36  36  54  140.5 
14  29  43  57  210.1 
13  17  ~  22  17  91  97  210.2 
12  28  57  210.3 
20  45  210.4 
17  17  32  220.1 
18  26  '7!  20  41  19  22  256  266  223.1 
24  21  15  26  164  172  223.2 
30  75  92  223.3 
21  26  223.4 
21  18  26  16  13  49  33  269  271  224.1 
43  17  37  21  249  264  224.2 
14  24  118  136  224.3 
47  51  224.4 
2l  21  224.5 
11  27  34  225.1 
11  11  11  225.3 
26  29  70  85  230.2 
13  50  230.3 
18  30  :?30.4 
12  16  30  86  137  310.2 
14  15  15  12  24  17  359  391  310.3 
38  11  46  602  661  310.4 
57  11  13  22  13  55  303  337  310.5 
19  42  61  320.2 
12  57  320.3 
12  30  320.4 
14  1<)  330.3 
16  21  330.4 
17  20  23  51  19  45  366  376  336.2 
31  28  18  104  159  47  220  25  1175  1198  336.3 
10  16  74  33  203  93  184  86  29  25  51  61  29  1858  1871  336.4 
64  81  35  124  101  82  141  99  943  968  336.5 
24  42  45  337.4 
29  46  17  40  132  136  337.5 
11  11  30  58  7l  340.2 
40  ~0  87  413  438  340.3 
22  1~7  14  491  529  340.4 
66  66  84  340.5 
23  23  26  410.2 
20  35  48  41o.a 
57  94  113  ~10.4 
55  11  66  75  4i.0-5 
20  26  46  57  430.2 
31  34  45  234  245  4)0.3 
82  11  261  285  430.4 
36  36  54  430.5 
32  26  36  94  101  448.2 
31  2)  94  148  160  448.3 
79  115  131  448.4 
47  10  57  61  448.5 
19  23  449.3 
165  276  282  160  963  1522  541  173  11824 
·rotal no. ot 
192  83  220  113  524  44  171  212  222  215  395  eturn.hold~;'g' 
n  "rcun3  >1 
305  270  195  290  324  188  . 317  176  556  50  992  1578  567  190  239  226  178  245  423  13458 
10t  o.l  no.  or 
returning 
holdinr.s 
·rotol no.  of  llo.  of groups  10  8  5  11  10  8  9  1  14  2  ll  32  5  5  4  6  3  3  10  groups  ;;J-10  >,: 10 
>6<; - 62-
BRF.AKDOWN  OP'  GROUPS  OF  TEN  OR  MORE  I&!'IURNIHQ  HOLDINGS 
~ 
DEUTSCHI.OD  FRBCE 
r:r 
r 
01  02  03  04  a;  06  07  08  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  r 
111  1  3  12 
111  1 5  15 
111  2  2 
111  2 3 
111  2 4  19  16  15  10 
111  2 5  11  55  26 
111  3 3 
111  3 4 
111  3 5  ' 
111  5 4  11 
111  55  23 
112 1 1  11  12 
11221  11 
11241  12 
112 9 1 
11292  19 
223  1 1  14 
223  1  2  29  25 
223  1 3  21  23 
223  1 4  21 
223  2 2 
223  3  .. 
223  3  2 
223  3 3 
224  3 1  22  22  20  14 
224  3  2  18  12  22  21  18  11  12 
224  3 3  38  28  13 
224  3 4  15  30 
224  3 5  21 
336  1  2  15  23  31 
336  1 3  19  24  114  35  15  26  33  15  19 
336  1 4  12  36  39  3&  56  10  22  19  62  39  18  39  38  35  11 
336  1 5  11  11 
336  2  2 
336  2  3  11  28 
336  2 4  38  16  37  26  16 
336  2 5  13  15  14  41 
336  5  2 
336 53  11  11  2)  34  13  10  13 
336  5  4  23  22  22  10  2j  40  12  12  20  43  13  12 
336  5 5  10  10  23 
448  2  2 
448  2 3  13  31 
448  2 4  22 
448  2 5 
448  5 2 
448  5 d 
Total no. of ret 
46  80  60  363  182  63  1G6  218  holding!!  in  93  - 39  10l6  259  22  57  101  145  191  52  99 
M"<nlPO  > 10 
' otal  no. of ret- 60  113  124  7  49  1~  297  24  90  84  460  172  228  93  181  164  215  251  139  162  11minR  ho1dinltf' - 6.)-
IN1~ CATFJGORIES  OF  HOtDDIGS  AND  DIVISIONS  - "1974"  (continued) 
IT  ALIA  B  L  NL  DK  IRL  UNITED  KINGDOM  Nc.  of  Total no. 
holdings  of retu:m-
24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44 
in groups ing hold-
:)  10  ing8 
12  15 
15  20 
18  13  31  48 
20  11  23  15  69  79 
28  88  126 
46  18  8o  236  261 
11  17  21 
98  10  108  137 
57  19  12  88  102 
11  63 
29  13  29  94  123 
14  25  62  97 
24  49  99  183  222 
100  112  119 
16  16  27 
19  34 
19  18  25  58  11  19  22  186  198 
13  24  18  109  128 
44  61 
21  25 
14  14  21 
28  28  43 
19  19  21 
19  19  19 
14  21  18  15  16  12  48  33  255  257 
14  43  16  37  21  245  260 
10  24  113  130 
45  48 
21  21 
33  18  14  15  19  45  15  13  241  257 
17  25  20  12  8o  150  36  68  13  721  749 
15  13  45  197  49  63  31  11  16  32  43  22  1 003  1 048 
13  21  27  48  27  66  59  283  338 
29  29  57 
131  170  209 
93  48  16  10  . 15  315  365 
45  25  84  30  42  38  17  364  375 
19  19  62 
23  11  21  170  240 
25  25  42  28  378  458 
49  15  13  23  13  37  23  216  255 
11  10  21  29 
16  14  20  50  54 
22  19  26  111  116  .  56  78  97 
40  40  49 
11  11  18 
20  20  29 
144  18  81  64  18  89  171  74  241  79  312  25  8o6  548  52i  117  151  146  124  199  242  6 520 
184  45  134  92  45  150  201  116  266  107  347  35  863  6o9  530  154  158  159  133  210  289  7 849 65  -
AN1'1EX  III 
PRESENTATION  OF  RESULTS  BY  GROUP  OF  HOLDINGS, 
TEm.1INOLOGY- IEFINITIONS  - TYPES  OF  HOLDINGS 
The  present  annex contains  : 
A.  Presentation of average results by  groups  of returning 
holdings. 
B.  Standard definitions additional to those  in the regulations 
relating to the FADI-T. 
c.  Main  farm  production and  farm  income  criteria.. 
D.  Fa.rm  types. -66 -
A.  PRESEiifTATION  OF  AVERAGE  RESULTS  BY  GROUPS  OF  RE'IURNING  HOLDINGS 
The  average results by groups  of returning holdings are given in the 
consolidated tables at  Annex  v. 
The  tables are arranged in groups  of two  on  two  facing pages.  The 
reader can thus  study all the results for one  group without turning 
the page.  The  lefthand page  (even number)  gives the "1974"  results 
in EL1i,  the page  facing  (odd number)  gives the indices of change 
between  "197 3"  and  "197 4"  in identical criteria to those  in the 
preceding table. 
This form  of presentation makes  it possible to assess at  a  glance 
the level and  annual trends of the different factors,  inputs,  outputs, 
and  incomes  for each group of holdings. 
The  headings of both series of tables first  of all contain information 
appearing in the tables generally,  namely  : 
- Average  results  (EUR)  -Entire sample  "1974"  (even pages) 
The  results of all returning holdings falling within groups  of 10 or 
more  holdings for which the Commission  holds  farm  returns properly 
completed. 
"1973"  - "1974"  indices - Constant  samule  (odd numbers) 
Indices calculated on  the basis of 1973  = 100  for all holdings which 
appeared in the entire FADN  sample  for both "1973"  and "1974" 
irrespective of the type of farming and the size of the holdings  involved 
for each accounting year. 
The  returning holdings of the constant  sample  are classified on  the basis 
of their type  of farming and  size in "1974"• 
Each table also includes a  specific heading which is reflected in the 
title of each column.  The  main  purpose of the heading is to identify 
the groups  of returning holdings to which the average results in each 
column  of the table relate. 
Group  of holdings means  a  group of returning holdings belonging to a 
given farming type  categor.y,  a  given size categor,y and  a  given division. 
Certain groups  can also be  constituted at national level. 
Groups  taken into account  were  established on  the basis of the 
Community  typology of farms  which is presented (in refined form)  in the 
following diagram. - 67  -
The  refinements made  to the Community  scheme  of classification revealed 
the very heterogeneous nature of certain groups  of holdings,  for which 
results have been given in previous reports.  The  groups  in the "Cattle" 
farming type are particularly heterogeneous  in certain countries where 
cattle breeding is highly specialized,  as  in the United Kingdom  for 
example.  The  average results for these groups  which are not  sub-divided 
are therefore of little value  and do  not  make  it possible to detect  the 
often divergent  trends which  appear within the type  of farming. 
The  items of information contained in the heading of each table a.re  the 
following  : 
- type  of farming  {general title) 
size  (UAA)  {sub-title generally covering several columns) 
division number  {preoeded by the  symbol  of the  countr,y  in which it 
is situated);  this code is thus the heading for the  columns  of 
tables. 
Some  columns  of tables carry,  beside the division number,  the  SYffibol  a 
which refers to groups of holdings whose  representation had not  been 
specifically foreseen by the relevant  regional committee,  but  which 
appeared following the  a.  posteriori reclassification on  the basis of 
the farm  return data. and not  on  the  original statistical data used for 
stratifYing the field of survey. 
The  columns  of tables appearing in this annex are  arranged according 
to the code  number  of categories of holdings;  thus category 110 
"General agriculture - horticulture" precedes category 111  "General 
agriculture",  etc. 
The  tables also include columns  for the results of the national total 
of returning holdings belonging to a  given category of holding. 
This national total includes not  only holdings belonging to regional 
groups  of ten or more  returning holdings  previously mentioned,  but 
also all those which are isolated in divisions where  these groups  a.re 
represented by less than ten returning holdings. 
At  the request  of several national liaison agencies,  certain columns 
giving the national average data of the  accounting sample  which,  in 
respect  of certain categories,  was  not  considered sufficiently reliable 
from  a  statistical point  of view with regard to certain categories, 
were  not  included in this report.  In order to avoid duplication, 
the average national results have  been omitted when  they correspond to 
those  of the division -68 
The  indices based on  the constant  sample  are  only identical in the 
case  of groups  comprising at least 5 holdings  situated within the 
10 to 999  range. 
~h  of the 46  lines of the tables at  Annex  V relates to one  of the 
119 criteria used for describing the economic  situation of the groups 
of returning holdings under survey. 
Of  the  119 criteria,  some,  the fixed criteria, were  systematically 
used irrespective of the group of holdings.  Others,  the variable 
criteria, were  employed  onlY  for describing the situation of certain 
groups  of holdings  engaged in certain types  of farming.  Thus  thirty 
fixed criteria and  about  fifteen out  of a  total of eighty-nine 
variable criteria were  employed to describe the economic  situation of 
the returning holdings.  The  following summar,y  table indicates the 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 - 73  -
B.  STANDARD  DEFINITIONS  ADDITIONAL  TO  THOSE  IN  THE  ImJULATIONS 
RELATING  TO  THE  FADN  ( 1 ) 
Most  of the definitions used in preparing the results given in the 
tables are taken directly from  the Regu.lat ions  of the Council  and  the 
Commission  of the Ehropea.n  Communities  relating to the  farm 
accountancy data network  (1).  Some  additional definitions,  however, 
proved necessar.y for proper evaluation of the data.  These  definitions, 
together with details on  the methods  of calculating the 119 criteria 
used in presenting the results by  groups  of holdings,  are given below. 
The  user of the data appearing in the following tables should refer 
to the definitions and methods  of calculating the data. so  as to avoid 
~  misinterpretation. 
I. GENERAL  DEFINITIONS 
The  main  points to be  dealt  with are firstly the accounting year and 
the common  monetar,y unit used in presenting the results. 
Accounting year : 
The  accounting year corresponds to a  period of twelve consecutive 
months  beginning at  some  date between 1  Ja.nuary  a.nd  1 July,  depending 
on  the type  of farming,  the country and in certain cases even  on 
individual farms.  -
The  accounting year is indicated by the calendar year in which it 
begins given in inverted commas  for the sake  of simplification. 
Example  :  "1974"  represents all the accounting years which begin 
between  1  January and  1  July 1974. 
(1) Regulation No  79/65/EFJJ  of the Council,  Regulations Nos  91/66/EF'.IJ 
and  184/66/m::!  of the Commission  (see booklet  on  "The  Farm 
Accountancy  Data Network  of the Ehropean Economic  Community" 1 
second edition,  Office for Official Publications of the EUropean 
Communities  No  8396). -74  -
The  accountancy data collected by the  FADN  which are the basis of 
the results appearing in the tables given below relate to the 
following specific accounting years  : 
- horticultural and fruit  holdings 
•  1.1.1974- 31.12.1974  (all six Member  States) 
- agricultural holdings 
•  1.1.1974- 31.12.1974  (France,  Italy) 
•  1.5.1974- 30.04.1975  (Belgium,  Luxembourg,  Yetherl~~de) 
•  1.7.1974- 30.06.1975  (Germany) 
- De:runa.rk  : 
•  1.5.1974- 30.04.1975 1  17%  of holdings 
•  1.6.1974- 31.05.1975,  29%  of holdings 
•  1.7.1974- 30.06.1975,  54%  of holdings 
- Ireland : 
•  1.1.1974- 31.12.1974110q%  of holdings 
- United Kingdom  : 
•  1.1.1974- 31.12.1974,  24%  of holdings 
•  1.2.1974- 31.01.1975,  4%  of holdings 
•  1.3.1974- 28.02.1975,  7%  of holdings 
•  1.4.1974 - 30.03.1975,  32%  of holdings 
•  1.5.1974- 30.04.1975,  24%  of holdings 
•  1.6.1974- 31.05.1975 1  9%  of holdings - 75.-
Monetgy Unit  (EUR) 
Until 1972  the  common  monetar,y unit used in presenting accounting 
statistics and data at European  level was  the unit  of account  (u.a.). 
Because  some  Member  States introduced floating exchange  rates,  the 
unit of account  was  subsequently replaced for statistical purposes 
by a  new unit called the IDR.  In 1974  the data expressed in 
national currencies were  converted into EUR  by using the parities or 
central rates declared to the  IMF.  The  EIJR  conversion rates for 
the accountancy data expressed in national currencies were  determined 
on  a  "pro rata. temporis" basis,  in view of the calendar period covered 
by the accounting years in the various countries.  Only  one 
conversion rate is applied by  each Member  State.  Thus  some  Member 
States having equivalent  currencies applied different  conversion 
rates for "1974"  simply because  the .accounting years began at 
different dates  (e.g.  Ireland and the United Kingdom). 
The  ElJR  rates for the "1974"  accountancy data expressed in national 
currencies were  as follows  : 
National currency  "1974" Accounting Year 
DM  3,21978 
FF  6,01000 
Lit  813,000 
Bfrs  48,65720 
Lfrs  48,65720 
Fl  3,35507 
DKr  7,57831 
£IRL  0,53400 
£UK  0,54200 
II. SPECIFIC  DEFINITIONS  AND  METHOD  OF  CALCULATING  THE  119  CRITERIA  USED 
IN  PRE~rTING THE  ACCOUNTANCY  RESULTS  BY  GROUP  OF  HOLDINGS 
The  definition or definitions of each of the 119 criteria employed 
are as  follows,  together with details on  the method  of calculation. 
M~  of these definitions refer to the definitions and  instructions 
relating to the farm  return  ( 1) as  adopted by the Commission. 
(1) See  Annex  II to Commission  Regulation No  118/66/EEC  of 29 July 1966. 
OJ  No  148  (see  FADN  booklet,  2nd  edition,  pages  39  et seq.; 
No  8396,  Office for Official Publications of the EUropean 
Communi ties). [JJ  Number  of returning holdings 
Number  of holdings for which the Commission  holds  a  properly 
completed farm  return and which fall within the group of holdings 
under consideration  (groups  of 10  or more  returning holdings for 
the complete  sample  (1)). 
!EYJA 
Utilized agricultural area :  all arable land,  meadows  and 
permanent  pasture  and  permanent  crops  (the farmer's kitchen garden 
is not  included);  this area is expressed in hectares.  The  UAA 
is calculated by  taking the total UAA  of the holdings  in a.  group 
and dividing it by the number  of holdings. 
The  Annual  Labour Unit  (ALU)  is the activity of a  ~erson who 
works  at least  280  d~s or 2  380  hours  on  the holding. 
One  person is regarded as  one  annual  labour year unit at most. 
The  number  of ALU  on  a  holding is determined as follows  : 
Persons  who  work  280  d~s (or 2  380  hours)  or more  on  the holding 
are regarded as  one  unit.  Persons  who  work  less than 280  d~s 
(or 2  380  hours) are converted into ALU  by dividing the number 
of working  d~s by  280  or the number  of hours by  2  380. 
The  ALU  average is calculated taking the total ALU  of all the 
holdings  in a  group  and dividing it by the number  of holdings  in 
that  group. 
LiT Farm  Capital 
The  farm  capital is the value of the livestock,  equipment  and 
working capital  (stock and  other working capital) as  assessed at 
the beginning and  end of the accounting year. 
The  value of the  farm  capital is the  average  of the book values 
at the beginning and  end  of the year;  this average  is calculated 
by  dividing the total farm  capital of all holdings  in a  group by 
the number  of holdings  in that group. 
(1) At  least 5 returning holdings for the constant-sample. /5  to 30/ Criteria of land use 
Land use  is measured by the area expressed in hectares assigned 
to the  production of the various main  crops. 
The  area indicated is obtained by  dividing the total area 
assigned to a  given crop in all the holdings  in a  group by the 
number  of holdings  in that group. 
The  following description includes  only the headings  requ1r1ng 
a  special mention.  With  regard to the other headings the reader 
is asked to refer to the  FADN  booklet  (1) which provides details 
on  the  products listed under each of the different headings. 
5.  Arable  land  :  Land  assigned to "General .Agriculture" and/  or 
"Vine  crops" production. 
18.  Permanent  crops  :  Crops  other than permanent  pasture  and not 
forming part  of a  system  of rotation,  which  remain in the 
ground for  a  number  of years yielding harvests each year. 
30.  Meadow  and  permanent  pasture  :  Land  forming part  of the 
utilized agricultural area,  not  rotated but  permanently assigned 
(for 5 years or more) to the  production of green forage  crops, 
whether  sown  or wild,  and,  generally maintained with 
fertilizers. 
f31  to 4S/  Animals 
Animals  are generally represented by livestock units  (LU)  and 
per animal  when  considered in detail. 
Livestock-Unit  (LU)  :  a  Livestock Unit  represents  one  animal 
present  on  the holding for the whole year with a  feed  requirement 
of 3  000  fodder units.  The  various categories of animals  are 
converted into LU  by multiplying the number  (number  of head) by 
the coefficient given below. 
One  head of livestock corresponds to the presence  of 1  animal  on 
the holding for  365  d~s or 12  months. 
The  livestock number  (number  of animals) is determined by adding 
the entire number  of animals  on  the holdings falling within a 
group of holdings  and dividing the total thus  obtained by  the 
number  of holdings  in that  group. 
The  animal  species taken into consideration under each of the 
headings  32  to 45  are those listed in the instructions annexed 
to Commission  Regulation No  118/66/EEC  (part F). 
(1)  See  FADN  booklet,  2nd  edition,  pages  21  et  seq. - 78-
Conversion coefficients  to  be  applied 
in determining  the  number  of  animals  in  LU 
Draught  horses 
Other  horses 
Mules,  linnies,  asses 
Cattle  under  1  year  old 
Heifers 
Cows  exclusively  for  milking 
Milk  and  draught  cows 
Other cattle for  work 
Cattle  for  fattening 
Bullocks  and  bulls 
Buffaloes  (of all ages) 
Sheep  (of all ages) 
Goats  (of all ages) 
Boars 
Breeding  sows 
Piglets of  under  20  kg  live weight 
(per  100  head) 
Pigs  for  fattening  and  other  pigs 
of  20  kg  and  over  live weight 
Cockerels  and  table  fowl  (per  100  head) 
Laying hens  (per  100  head) 
Other  poultry  (ducks,  turkeys,  geese 
and  guinea  fowl  per  100  head) 



















Gross  production is all the  produce  obtained in the  accounting 
year.  It includes the  products sold,  provided in kind,  consumed 
on  the  farm  and  stored. 
The  components  of gross production appear on  the  farm  return. 
These  products  are listed under Nos  47  to 74  and must  be  given 
in the results according to the type of holding under 
consideration. -19  -
f75  to 82/  Input  per ha UAA 
All the  farm  input  for the accounting year,  including the means 
of production and services "consumed"  to obtain the  production 
of the year whether bought  or produced by the holding  (farm 
use).  Inputs also include expenditure  on  land and buildings 
and interest  p~ents.  The  amount  of the  input  is determined 
by dividing the total input  of all the holdings in a  group by 
the total number  of ha UAA  of those holdings. 
The  total input  cannot  be  given for countries  (Belgium, 
Luxembourg,  Netherlands,  Ireland,  United Kingdom)  where  it is 
optional to complete  heading No  27  on  the farm  return  (bank 
interest  and  charges  on  borrowings). 
Criteria 76  to 82  correspond to the nomenclature  appearing in 
Annex  2 to Regulation No  118/66/~.  The  headings listed below 
have  been regrouped  : 
78.  Mechanisation costs  :  All depreciation and current 
maintenance  of machinery and  equipment  and cost  of fuels 
and lubricants. 
19.  Specific crop costs  :  All  seeds  and  seedlings,  fertilizers and 
soil ameliorators,  water for irrigation,  crop protection costs, 
miscellaneous crop costs  (especial~ costs of heating glasshouses). 
80.  Specific livestock costs  :  All  feed for horses,  cattle,  sheep 
and goats,  pigs,  poultry and  other small livestock, 
miscellaneous livestock costs. 
81.  Overheads  :  All headings  :  current upkeep of farm  buildings, 
structures and  land improvements;  electricity,  fuel,  water; 
insurance  (other than that  covering labour,  crops  and 
livestock);  taxes  and  dues  chargeable to the business  (other 
than land taxes);  miscellaneous. 
82.  Outgoings  for land and buildings .:  All headings  :  depreciation 
of fixed equipment,  structures,  land improvements  and 
foundations;  taxes  on  land a.nd  buildings and  related charges; 
fire  insurance  on  farm  buildings;  rent. 
/B3  to 99/ Gross  production per unit 
Criteria Nos  83  to 99  indicate the  amount  of gross production 
per production unit;  with regard to crops,  production unit 
means  a  hectare under main  crops  and,  in the case  of livestock, 
the livestock unit  alre~ defined  (see  heading 31). 
Gross  production per unit is calculated by dividing the total 
gross production of a  group of holdings by  all the production 
units in those holdings. - 80  -
/100 to 102/ Net  production per unit 
Net  production per unit  is given only for "grazing stock",  "pigs" 
and  "poultry"  (criteria 100  to 102).  It is obtained by deducting 
the total of the livestock feed costs  (including farm use) from 
the gross  production of one  of these three headings. 
The  net  production per unit is obtained by dividing the total 
net  production of all holdings  in a  group by the total number  of 
livestock units in those holdings. 
/103 to 105/ Results  per hectare UAA 
103.  Gross  product  :  All the crops sold,  provided in kind, 
home-consumed  and  stored.  It is thus the gross  production 
less farm  use. 
104.  Gross  farm  income  Balance after deducting from  the gross 
product  all purchases of goods  and  services required for 
production purposes during the year. 
105.  Net  farm  income  :  Balance  remaining after deducting 
depreciation of machinery  and  equipment  from  the  farm 
income. 
All the results expressed per hectare UAA  are  obtained by 
dividing the total amount  for all the holdings  in a  group by  the 
total number  of hectare UAA  of those holdings. 
/106 to 109/  Income  per ALU 
The  following diagram gives the method  of calculating the criteria 
of income.  It is necessary to use non-survey data to determine 
the two  incomes  marked  with an asterisk (notional  return on 
owner-managed  farm  capital). 
The  various  incomes  expressed per ALU  were  obtained by dividing 
the total amount  of the  income  for all the holdings  in a  group 
by  the number  of ALU  in those holdings. 
/110 to 119/ Breakdown  of holdings  on  the basis of earned income 
per ALU 
Criteria 110  to 119  each correspond to an  earned income  category 
per ALU;  each category scale given in steps of 2 000  EUR.  The 
number  of returning holdings is given for each income  category. 
1~e second part  of the table giving the indices of change  includes 
the numbers  of holdings  and not  indices set against these criteria. 
Plus or minus  numbers  show  an  increase or a  decrease  in the 
numbers  of the corresponding class between  111973"  and "1974"• 
* 
*  * 
Criteria numbers  46  to 119  are expressed in values excluding VAT. 
With  regard to holdings  which  opted for the flat rate VAT  scheme  for 
fa:mer~ and for which  VAT  "neutral~ty" is not  provided each year, 
cr~ter~a 103  to 119  are  expressed 1n values  including VAT  so  as to 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 - 83  -
PART  2 
EJ 
ACCOUNTING  RESULTS  "1974-" 
BY  GROUPS  OF  RETURNING  HOLDINGS 
- AVERAGE  RESULTS  (EUR) 
Complete  sample  (even numbered  pages) 
- INDICES  ("1973" = 100) 
Constant  sample  (odd  numbered  pages) 
The  sign e  on the  following pages  indicates  :  Group  of holdings 
not  envisaged by the  Regional  Committee 
The  criteria marked  by an asterisk ( *)  are det·ermined  from  the 










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ANNEX  V 
PROllJCTION  CONDITIONS  AND  YIELDS  IN "1974" 
This annex contains  : 
A -Meteorological conditions 
B - Yields of certain crops 
C - Dairy yields 274 
A.  METEOROWGICAL  CONDITIONS  "1974" 
A rather mild climate  (higher than average  temperatures)  for the winter 
marked  the beginning of  111974"•  Some  rare cases of frost were  reported 
from  Italy,  France and  in the  south of Germany. 
The  most  striking element  occurred about mid-January in Great Britain 
which was  hit by exceptional high winds up to 135  km  per hour causing 
serious damage. 
Not  before mid-February was  a  positive hydrological balance achieved, 
particularly in south Germany  and  France,  in spite of mild weather. 
Some  scattered frosts occurred in Ireland and Great Britain. 
The  beginning of spring was  characterized by  a  zone  of depression 
coming from  the Iberian peninsula which  dominated the  climate of central 
and  southern Europe,  particularly at the end of March. 
Moderate weather with fog prevailed in this zone  and the beginning of 
spring was  characterized by an insignificant rainfall which resulted in 
a  negative hydrological balance over almost  the whole  of the Community 
where  crops  commenced  to show  the effects of long drought. 
During April  in the Mediterranean regions of northern Italy the weather 
was  again cool  for the  season and the advent  of cyclonic activity 
brought  considerable amounts  of water which hampered  the growth  of 
certain crops.  The  weather remained variable until June and has been 
slightly more  favourable  for vegetables than for fruit. 
June  began,  apart  from  Italy and  the  south of France,  with unseasonal 
temperatures caused by  a  polar stream of aim  which moved  into western 
Europe.  Subsequently different pressure systems which  settled in the 
centre of the Community  gave  place to a  pronounced tendency towards rain 
in northern France. 
The  beginning of Summer  has been marked  by  low  temperatures of 6° to 8°C 
in all parts of the Community  to the north of the Italian Alps,  the 
streams of cold air originating from  the Pole counteracting the 
Mediterranean air which had  commenced  to move  in. 
In July the weathe0 in general was  uncertain.  Nevertheless temperatures 
in the order of 40  C were  recorded in some  provinces of southern Italy 
and of the centre of France  (Gargano,  Catania,  Puy-de-D8me). 
In the month  of August  rain fell in the north every d~  but not heavily 
enough  so  as to restore hydrological balance.  At  the end of August  an 
Atlantic depression swept  away  the effect of an anti-cyclone in Central 
Eu.rope. 
The  autumn  commenced  with weather most  often cloudy covered with more  or 
less daily rain in all EEC  countries except Italy where  the hydrological 
balance has remained negative in particular because of the heavy 
potential of evaporation. 275 
Exceptional rainfall was  recorded in the Netherlands and  France during 
the last part of September  (Den  Helder:total 119  mm;  Biarri  tz 105  mm). 
The  unfavourable  climatic conditions at the beginning of autumn  caused 
considerable damage  to orchards  (apples and  pears);  moreover harvest 
operations have  been  slowed down  by  rain in most  Member  States. 
Following some  slight frosts  in Community  countries  (apart  from  Italy) 
damages  were  limited to maize. 
Towards  the  end  of October a  maritime air current moved  into the 
Community  making it abnormally cold and  damp  for the season with 
adverse effects on  the harvesting of late crops.  Winter began with 
normal  seasonal weather;  nevertheless in Ireland,  Great Britain and 
~nmark gigher than average  seasonal0maxima  temperatures prevailed from 
5  to 10  C  (Birmingham  and  London  16  C on  28.12.74). 
In general,  sowing was  hindered by the exceptionally heavy humidity 
which  prevented the work  being carried out  as usual. 
Several  stations in the EEC  (e.g. Eeldej  Uccle.-1"  Munchen,,  Biarritz) have 
recorded for the first time  towards the end of December,  exceptionally 
high temperatures for the  season. 
* 
*  * 
One  can  see  overleaf a  map  showing the meteorological  stations whose 
records are published by the Statistical Office of the European 
Communities,  from  which  the preceding information has been obtained 
(cf.  "Agricultural Statistics -Crop Production Series"). 276 _























































































































B.  I  YIELDS  OF  CERTAIN  CROPS I 
"1974"  can be  considered to be  an  excellent farming year.  The  yields 
recorded for the main  crops show  a  remarkable  increase compared  to those 
of  111973",  the exceptions being maize  and  sugar beet where  the yields 
were  down  because of unfavourable  we~ther conditions. 
The  average yield of cereals (excluding rice) is about  2%  above  the 
record yield of  11197311,  due  to favourable weather conditions which 
aided the growth of crops. 
The  following table summarizes  the rise in crop yields in the Community 
from  "1971"  to "1974"• 
IIELD  FROM  CERTAIN  CROPS  IN  THE  COMMUNITY 
(basis:  statistics) 
(q/ha ;  vin hl/ha) 
Crops  1971  1972  1973  1974 
Wheat  36,1  37,3  38,3  40,4 
Rye  33,3  33,1  33,6  34,7 
Barley  36,5  39,1  38,8  39,8 
Oats  33,2  33,9  33,6  35,2 
Maize  52,3  46,8  55,7  49,5 
Total cereals 
(rice excluded) 
37,3  38,3  39,7  40,5 
Potatoes  260  269  269  286 
Sugar beet  441  420  436  399 
Wine  56,8  54,4  72,2  67,5 
Source  1  EUROSTAT 278 
1.  Main  conclusions based on  the statistical data 
The  preceding data allow the following conclusions to be  drawn 
a)  Cereals 
Total  cereals harvest  for  "1974"  (excluding rice)  in the 
Community  amounted  to 108  million tons  (1973  :  106  mt).  A yield 
of 40.5 qt/ha  (1973  :  39.7 qt3ha),  is the  cause of this record 
production,  the area devoted to  cereal production being 
practically the  same.  France  remains the country making the 
biggest  contribution  (1974  :  38%)  to the Community  cereal 
production.  The  "1974" results for the Community  as a  whole 
show  this the area of wheat  represents 42%  of the overall area 
of cereals and  that the Netherlands have  reached the biggest 
average unit yield for wheat  of (57.3 qjha). 
The  production of maize  grain has  shown  a  drop of about  12% 
(1973  :  16.4 mt  ;  1974  :  14.4 mt)  due  entirely to a  drop in 
yields per ha  (1973  :  55·7 qjha  ;  1974  :  49·5 qjha). 
b)  Potatoes 
The  production of potatoes in the Community  estimated at 41.6 mt 
(1973  :  40.1 mt)  has  increased by  3.7%;  although the area of land 
used is somewhat  less the volume  harvested is higher than that 
of 1973  thanks to an exceptionally high yield.  (1973  :  269  q/ha 
1974  :  286  q/ha).  So  far as yield per hectar is concerned the 
most  spectacular increase  compared  to 1973  occur-:r'ed  in Belgium 
(+  28%).  The  biggest  contribution to the Community  production 
was  from  Germany  (35%). 
c)  Sugar beet 
The  sugar beet harvest was  down  on  "1973"  by 8%  (1973  :  71.7 mt; 
1974  :  65.7 mt),  mainly due  to climatic difficulties which 
hindered the harvest.  However  the  "1974"  production kept up 
the average  levels 1970-73  (¢  1970-73  :  65.7 mt  ;  1974  :  65.7). 
Bearing in mind  that the area concerned during 1974 was  6% 
larger than the average  1970-73,  this was  the only factor which 
maintained production at the 1970-73 average. 
French production which  accounts for about  a  third of the 
Community  production of sugar beet  showed  an appreciable drop 
directly linked to the fall in yield,  in 1974.  Compared  to 
1973 the biggest drop in production per hectare  (-38%)  was 
recorded in the United Kingdom  (1973  :  384 qjha ;  1974  : 
236  q/ha). 279 
d)  Fruit 
The  production of fresh fru.i  t  (excluding <ti trus frui;ts)  from, the 
whole  Community  orchard which  rose in 111973"  to 15.7 mt  fell 
in  111974"  to 13.8  mt,  (a drop of about  12%).  The  drop,  mainly 
in the apple  crop,  is due  to the unfavourable weather  · 
conditions at the beginning of the autumn. 
France and Italy which account  for the biggest share of the 
Community  apple orchards had drops of 21%  and  8%  respectively : 
(France - 1973  :  2,1  mt  ;  1974  :  1.6 mt) 
(Italy  - 1973  :  2,1  mt  ;  1974  :  1.9 mt) 
Also  the pear harvest  (2,5  mt)  can be  regarded as one  of the 
worst in recent years,  the drop however  mainly affected Germany. 
The  production of oranges which  represents in 1974  6C/fo  of the 
citrus production of the Community  and which  concerns only Italy 
(except  about  240  ha in Corsica)  recorded in 1974  compared  to 
1975  an increase of about  13% 
The  production of fruits and nuts in the Community  (1974  :  0.4 mt) 
82%  of which  comes  from  Italian orchards,  was  5%  more  than 1973 
but was  still less than the average for the years 1969-73• 
e)  Vines 
The  wine  production for the Community  in 1974  recorded a  drop in 
the order of 6%  compared with the record production of the 
previou~ year  (1973  :  170  646  000  hl  :  1974  160  245  000  hl). 
The  largest part of this decrease is due  to German  and  French 
production which  was  down,  respectively by  35%  and about  8% 
compared  to the previous year. 280 
II.  Main  conclusion based on the accounting results 
The  following table contains a  series of indices showing the trends 
between  "1973"  and  "1974"  in physical yields,  (Statistical basis) 
and  financial returns  (based on  FADN)  for the Community. 
YIELD  TRENDS  IN  THE  COMMUNITY 
Basis  :  1973  = 100 
MAIN  CROPS  "1974" INDEX. 
Yields (statistical basis)  (1) 
qjha 
Wheat  105 
Rye  103 
Barley  103 
Oat  105 
Maize  89 
Total cereals 
(excluding rice)  102 
Potatoes  106 
Sugar beet  92 
Financial return (basis FADN) 








III.  Results vary substantially however  according to the type of holdings 
and divisions;  these differences can explain,  to a  certain extent, 
the level of income  found  on holdings of the type under 
consideration. 
GROSS  PROWCTION  PER  HECTARE  OF  CERTAIN  CROPS  IN  "1974"  FUR 
GROUPS  OF  HOLDINGS  SPECIALIZING  IN  "GENERAL  AGRICUL'IURE" 
(CATEGORY  III) 
CEREALS 
DIVISIONS 
Co del  NAME 
"1974" 
Unit  :  EUR 
INDICES  "1974" 
111913 II  =  100 
Groups  of holdings having a utilized agricultural area of  : 
5  a 10 ha 
26  Emilia-Romagna  824  126 
30  Campania,  Calabria,  Molise  412  117 
37  Danmark  445  122 
22  Piemonte,  Valle d'Aosta 
30  Campania,  Calabria,  Molise 
31  Puglia,  Basilicata 
32  Sicilia 
36  Nederland 
37  Danmark 
2  Niedersachsen 
12  Nord,  Picardie 
15  Centre,  Region Parisienne 
16 Franche-Comte,  Champagne,( 
Bourgogne  ( 
20  Aquitaine,  Midi-Pyrenees 
21  Languedoc,  Provence-C8te ( 
d 'Azur-corse  ( 
23  Lombardia 
36  Nederland 
37  Danmark 
44  England East Region 
1  Schleswig-Holstein 
12  Nord,  Picardie 
15  Centre,  Region Parisienne 
16 Franche-Comte,  Champagne, ( 
Bourgogne  ( 
22  Piemonte,  Valle d'Aosta 
23  Lombardia 
36  Nederland 
37  Danmark 
41  England North Region 
44  England East Region 





















































113 - 282  -
POTATOES 
Division 
- INDICES  "1974"  "1974" 
Cod~ 
"1973"  = 100 
Name 
Groups  of holdings  having a utilized agricultural area of  : 
2 a 10  ha 
26  Erni1ia-Romagna  I  2  786  I  141 
10 a 20  ha 
36  Nederland  I  1  596  I  105 
20  a 20  ha 
2  Niedersachsen  1  869  113 
12  Nord,  Picardie  1  065  91 
15  Centre, Region Parisienne  1  052  136 
16  Franche-Comte,  Champagne,  ~ 
1  035  60  Bourgogne 
20  Aquitaine,  Midi  Pyrenees  1  081  94 
21  Languedoc,  Provence - C6te 
~ 
2  135  140  d'Azur - Corse 
36  Nederland  1 607  106 
37  Danmark  877  61 
44  England East Region  1  718  134 
?  50 ha 
1  Schleswig - Holstein  641  -
12  Nord,  Picardie  892  86 
15  Centre,  Region Parisienne  1  573  115 
16  Franche-Comte,  Champagne,  ~  594  160  Bourgogne 
36  Nederland  1  452  102 
37  Danmark  1  015  81 
41  England North Region  1  466  127 
44  England East Region  1  353  137 - 283  -
SUGAR  BEET 
DIVISIONS  "1974"  INDICES  "1974"  I 
Co del 
"1973"  =  100 
Name 
Groups  of holdings  having a utilized agricultural area of .  . 
I  !2  a 10  ha 
I  26  Emilia-Romagna  1  141  146 
30  Campania,  Calabria,  Molise  1  165  260 
10 a 20  ha 
36  Nederland  I 
1  641  I 
120 
37  Danmark  771  90 
20  a !20  ha 
2  Niedersachsen  1  226  109 
12  Nord,  Picardie  675  109 
I 
15  Centre,  Region Parisienne  788  135 
16  Franche-Comte,  Champagne, 
~  Bourgogne  727  107 
36  Nederland  1  399  109 
37  Danmark 
I 
963  90 
44  England East Region  461  67 
4!: !20  ha 
1  Schleswig-Holstein  1  240 
12  Nord,  Picardie  696  107 
15  Centre,  Region Parisienne  902  127 
16  Franche-Gomte,  Champagne  ) 
799  119  Bourgogne  ) 
36  Nederland  1  324  105 
37  Danmark  922  110 
41  England North Region  722  96 
44  England East Region  515  79 284 
c.  I  MILK  YIELDS 
From  the following table it can be  seen that there is a  tendency 
towards a  reduction of milk yields,  already noted.in 1973,  and  now 
confirmed in 1974,  except  for Germany  and Italy where  there were  slight 
increases. 
Milk yields in kg per cow  per year 
COUNTRY  1970  1971  1972  1913  1974 
D  3 737  3 805  3 969  3 891  3  921 
F  3 160  3 264  3 409  3 357  3 241 
I  2 499  2 770  2 996  2 869  2 893 
NL  4 336  4 440  4 540  4  684  4 367 
B  3 530  3 503  3 640  3 707  3 643 
L  3 500  3 516  3  683  3 515  3 486 
EUR  6  3 347  3 473  3 652  3 583  3 547 
UK  3 889  3 957  4 203  4 114  3  925 
mL  - - - - 2 473 
DK  3 749  3 887  4 202  4 185  4 175 
EUR  9  - I  - - - 3 570  I 
Source  EUROSTAT 
The  milk yields shown  in the returning holdings of FADN  (see the 
following tables),  confirm the differences  shown  from  the national returns. 
The  level of milk yields in all countries appears to be  associated with 


















MILK  YIELDS  (k&fper year/per cow) 
The  returning holdings in "1974"  according to the cattle type of 
farm  336,  according to division,  and  country,  and  herd size. 
Divisions  No.  of cows  per holding 
< 5  5-10  10-20  20-30  30-40 
Schleswig-Holstein  - - 4  105  4  339  -
Niedersachsen  - - 4  028  3  968  4  321 
Nordrhein-Westfalen  - - 4  265  4  316  4  047 
Rheinland-Pfalz  - - 3  633  - -
Baden-Wttrttemberg  - 3  324  3  603  3  739  -
Bayern  - 3  377  3 776  3  992  3  800 
Saarland  - - - 3  840  -
GERMANY  - 3  3661  3  838  4  029 
I  I 
4  071 
Nord,  Picardie  - - 13 ~9  3  223  -
Basse-Normandie,  Haute-Normandie  - - 3  327  3  260  3  570 
Bretagne,  Pays  de  1a Loire, 
Poitou-Charente  ~  - 3  013  3 124  3  327  4  293 
Centre,  Region Parisienne  2  774  - - 3  924  -
Franche-Comte,  Champagne, 
~ 
2  184  3  382  3  155  3  760  3  675  Bourgogne 
Lorraine,  Alsace  - - 3  394  3  574  3  469 
Limousin,  Auvergne  - 3  615  2  880  2  991  -
Rh6ne-Alpes  - 2  903  3 110  3  521  -
Aquitaine,  Midi-Pyrenees  - - 2  994  2 853  -
I 
. 
FRANCE  2 437  3  13213 115  3  347  3  746 
I . 
! 




























Piemonte,  Valle d'Aosta 
Lombardi a 






I  ITALIA 
I 
34  I BELGIQUE 
I 
35  I  LUXEMBOURG 
3  6  I  NEDERLAND 
3  7 I  DANI.lARK 
3  8 I  IRELJIN}) 
39 
40 
1  41 
Northern  Ireland 
Scotland 
England  North 
I Wales 
I 
I  42 
'  ;  43 
l44 
L 
I England West 
~ngland East 
I  UNITED  KINGDOM 
- 226  -
< 5 
~  3  019 
2  141 
No.  of cows  per holding. 
5-10  10-20  20-30  30-40  7  40 
2  485 
3  221  3  732  3  840 
3  105  3  407 
! 
4  ~8513 ~70 
3  498  3  849 
2 577  2  207 
3  362 
4  383 
2  726  3  362  3  331  3  840!  - 14  033 
- 13 568! 3 38613 596!  3  751  13  9451 
!  4  250! 4  25914 46014 661  14 787 
14 12814 3961  4  752  ' 4  522 
1 2 35812 15512 40712 596l  2  89912  922 
13  ~51 13  =41 
I -
3  268  3  622 
- 4  603 
- 4  030 
3  894  4  316 
3  840  4  000 
3  ~421' 4  ;?44 
- 4 772 
13  25613 4621  3  89414 366  1 t:J,tfn·  - ~-
ANNEX  VI 
ANALYSIS  OF  INCOME  DISTRIBUTION 
This  annex  contains 
A.  Breakdown  (%)  by  division of returning holdings  categorized 
according to the  level of labour income  per ALU  (Total  sample) 
B.l - Breakdown  (%)  of returning holdings  according to the  level 
of  labour income  per ALU  and  according to category of holding 
(holdings  constituting the  complete  sample-· national basis) 
B.2  - Breakdown  (%)  of cattle holdings  according to the specialized 
category (holdings  constituting the  sample,  natic!1al basis) 
B.3  -Distribution by  %age  of number  of returning holdings by 
general type  and  by  category of UAA  according to the  level 
of labour income  per ALU  (total sample) 
c.  Breakdown  of structural characteristics and  average  income 
of returning holdings by  type of farm  according to UAA  category 
and  level of labour income  per ALU  (total sample) 
D.l - Regional distribution of labour income  per ALU  for categories 
of returning holdings  represented -by at  least  10 holdings-
in ten or more  divisions 
D.2  - Regional  distribution of labour income  per ALU  for cattle 
holdings  engaged in certain specialized production 
E.  Labour  income  per ALU  by  farm  type  and  by  country (total sample). - 288-
BREAICDOWl'l  (~). llY  DIVISION  OF  RE'!UIDIING  HOLDI!IGS  CATEXlORIZED  ACCORDING  '1'0  'l'KII: 
!.$VEL  OF  LABOUR  INCO!t.E  PKR  ALU  . 
(Total sample) 
Categoriea or  1ab~r income  (EUR/ALU) 
Dividons  <  - 2000  0- 20~  4000- 6000- 8000  - 1o.ooo-
- 2000  - 0  2000  4000  6000  8000  10,000  12.000 
01  Sch1eswir-Ho1stein  o,e  1,7  16,1  22,9  13,6  16,1  10,2  ts,5 
02  Niedersachaen  1,9  3,0  13,2  27,4  27,1  14,5  5,5  4,9 
03  Nordrhein-Westfalen  0,7  2,0  12,5  28,6  25,6  15,8  8,8  3,0 
04  l!esaen  - 3,1  15,4  )6,4  21,2  8,7  4,3  4,9 
05  Rheinland-Pfalz  0,7  2,1  15,7  )tl,3  28,1  8,2  4,1  -
06  Baden-l>'iirttemberg  - 5,0  20,2  43,8  18,0  8,4  3,4  0,9 
07  Bayern  1,5  5,6  25,5  )2,6  ltl,2  tl,3  4,6  1,5 
08  ~aarland  7,2  - 10,7  21,4  35,7  10,7  14,3  -
DEU'l'SC HLAN D  1,1  3,8  1tl,5  32,8  22,1  10,9  5,6  2,tl 
12.Nord 1  Picardie  - 0,5  10,6  32,4  27,0  15,0  5,8  2,9 
13  Baase-Normandie, 
Haute-Normandie  - 3,7  10,9  38,2  30,3  12,1  2,4  1,8 
14  Bretagne 1  pays  de  la Loire, 
Poitou-charente  1,1  3,2  20,7  34,0  25,6  10,1  3,0  1,, 
15  Centre,  R~gion pariaienne  - 2,1  10,0  24,2  21,4  11,7  8,2  5,7 
16  F'ranche-comt~, Champagne, 
llourgogne  0,3  0,6  lb,1  26,9  27,2  14,7  5,1  3,4 
17  Lnrraine 1  A1aace  1,4  4,7  12,8  36,5  23,6  10,8  5,4  2,7 
1~ Limousin, Auvergne  - 3,1  33,5  44,6  15,4  3,5  - -
19  Rhone-Alpn  0,9  2,3  25,3  40,4  20,7  3,8  3,8  2,3 
20  A'lul taine,  Midi-l'yrenees 
21  LanguPdoc 1  Provence-
2,7  5,2  37,4  34,9  13,5  4,3  1,2  -
Cote  d'Azur-curse  - 3,1  17,4  34,5  27,3  10,9  4,5  1,7 
F11ANCE  0,8  3,0  21,5  34,1  22,7  9,4  3,6  1,9 
2?  Pi~mont~, Valle  d'Aosta  - 0,8  19,3  35,5  20,b  11,3  7,3  2,tl 
23  Lombardia  - 0,4  25,7  30,0  19,1  13,0  6,5  2,2 
2~ \'er.eto 1  TTentino-A1to  Adige, 
Friuli-Venezia.Giu1ia  - 0,3  21.,1  34,7  22,1  12,2  3,3  2,3 
25  Llf'Uria  - 3,4  75,3  21,3  - - - -
2t  Err.i]ia-Roma.gna  - 1,3  3C,2  39,7  21,6  4,3  1,6  0,3 
27  T..,tcana  0,7  1,1  31,5  34,1  15,6  10,0  3.7  2,6 
?I'  lin:t.ri a,  1-!a..rche  - 0,5  44,1  37,4  15,4  2,6  - -
29  L.:izio,  Abruzzi  0,3  1,4  33,5  36,9  19,0  5.5  1,7  0,7 
30  Ca;r.pa..~ia.,  Calabria,  Mol ice  - o,6  50,0  34,0  tl 10  3,4  2,2  0,3 
31  Pt:p;J ia,  Ba.s~licata  - 1,1  27,6  36,2  24,5  5,8  3,2  - 3? Sicilia  0,6  3,8  16,4  24,6  25,9  12,9  9,2  4,1 
33  :iardegna  - 1,1  35,2  37,5  18,8  5,7  1,1  0,6 
I TALl A  0,2  1,3  31,9  33,9  ltl,5  7,8  3,6  1,5 
34  BELCI~UE - BELGIE  0,3  0,9  5,6  21,8  33,1  16,4  11,0  5,9 
35  LUXE!o!Bt'>lffiG  - 2,0  8,0  26,0  2B,o  24,0  8,0  2,0 
jo NED!:J?LAND  0,3  0,9  5,6  16,2  20,3  19,6  1~,o  9,0 
37  !l/II;MARX  2,5  3,5  10,2  22,0  22,2  15,3  9,0  7,0 
38  IRELAND  ,,5  37,6  42,8  9,7  2,1  1,8  0,3  -
39  Northern  Ireland  5.3  18,4  31,1  23,2  10,5  4,7  2,6  2,1 
40 Scotland  1,7  2,1  10,5  29,3  18,8  16, i  B,o  7,5 
41  England  North  Reg1on  - 2,2  9,7  22,6  20,4  18,6  14,6  6,2 
42  ;;,.les  1,1  5,1  23,0  32,0  23,6  9,0  3,4  2,2 
43  F.n~lp~d  West  Region  0,4  4.5  13,9.  30,2  20,8  15,9  8,6  2,0 
,~4  Eugland  East Region  ·1,4  2,1  9,0  18,9  19,6  18,0  11,1  8,8 
UNITED  Y.JN(J!JGM  1,5  4,9  14,6  25,1  19,1  14,8  8,7  5,5 
'l'OTAL m:  1,1  4,2  20,2  28,5  20,6  11,4  6,1  3,6 
'  J' 
12.000- ~  N~ or 
14.000  14.000 tlo1dingo 
5,9  4,2  118 
0,6  1,9  365 
1,0  2,0  291  - - 162 
1,4  1,4  146  - 0,3  322 
1,2  1,0  666  - - 28 
1,1  1,3  2.104 
3,4  2,4  207 
- 0,6  165 
0,4  0,4  739 
5,3  11,4  281 
2,0  3,7  3)3 
1,4  0,7  148  - - 260 
0,5  - 213 
0,6  0,2  516 
0,3'  0,3  293 
1,2  1,8  3.175 
1,2  1,2  24tl 
0,9  2,2  230 
0,7  0,3  303 
- - 89 
0,7  0,3  305 
0,7  - 270 
- - 195  - 1,0  290 
0,6  0,9  324 
0,5  1,1  188. 
2,2  '0,3  317 
- - 176 
0,7  0,6  2.935 
1,4  3,4  556 
2,0  - 50 
5,0  9,:1  992 
3,1  5,2  1.578 
- 0,2  567 
0,5  1,6  190 
2,5  2,9  239 
1,3  4,4  226 
0,6  - 178 
2,5  1,2  245 
4,0  7,1  423 
2,3  3,5  1.501 
























BREAKUCW"N  (';n_  OF  I!ETil!l?!_!KG  l!Q!..!l!~~2~0~_D.I!iQ__TQ. THE  l.F:VEL  OF  LAlla.TR  INCCMI 
PLH  J,],:L!:!.ll_AGGOH!JIJ;G  1".1  !!_A,:n;_G()JLC!.F  !!~ 
(holdings conatitutinr. the complete  saraole  - na--.innal  ba.sia*) 
Caterrory of labour income  (Z..'UH  ALIJ) 
'tYpe  of'  !arming  Supez-
fJCll'!  < 
-ZCI(J(:  0- 2000- 4uoc-..  (,(1('(- ~(J(I~- lJf (:() 
Divioion  (ha)  -?("X  a o  2000  400C  (/  .  .(l(.  8000  lOCJ~.{;  1?1  ,.  •l• 
General  agriculture - ~l(J  - - 27.)  27,3  27,3  9,1  9,1  -
horticulture  ~50  - - - 7,  7  - ;o,e  23,0  15,4 
General agriculture  )-1C  5,  i  3,4  40,9  33,0  b,~  4,6  1,1  1,1 
10-20  0,9  ~.9  21,2  :n,9  12,7  7,6  7  0 6  3,4 
2C-50  1,2  1,~  7,7  16,1  17 ,b  l~,,b  11,0  9,~ 
~50  o,~  1,2  3  t b  7,3  tl,9  14,0  14 0C•  12,4 
Horticulture  <s  0,2  1,4  15,8  18,7  ltl,8  18,3  12,0  8,1 
5-10  - - 10,5  29,0  34,2  1~,4  - 2,b 
!::.50  - - - 10,0  10,0  20,0  - 30,0 
Arable - permanent  crope  < 5  - - 52,6  42,1  5.3  - - -
5-10  - - 3tl,9  25,0  16,7  11,1  2,8  5,5 
10-20  - 2,9  23,6  44,1  20,6  - 2,9  2,9 
20-50  - 14,3  35,7  35.7  7,1  7,1  - -
Arable - grazing at  oclt  <5  - - 25,0  75,0  - - - -
5-10  - - 44,2  42,3  9,6  1,9  .1 ,9  -
10-20  - 3,9  34,9  3~,tl  13,6  5,8  .},0  1,0 
20-50  0,4  1,2  17,3  2~,6  24,6  14,9  b,9  4,0 
~50  0,4  1,3  7,5  16,3  22,b  21,3  13,0.  10,9 
Arable - pigs and paultey  10-20  11,1  5,6  22,2  22,2  16,7  11,1  11,1  -
20-50  2,1  4,3  14,9  27,7  23,4  10,6  6,4  6,4 
~50  8,3  2,~  11,1  5,6  19,4  11,1  11,1  lo,  7 
Permanent  crops - arable  <5  - - 55,6  58,9  5,5  - - -
5-10  - - 36,e  28,4  27,4  4,~  1,1  2,1 
10-20  - 3,5  31,6  36,8  15,8  7,0  1,8  1,~ 
20-5C  2,2  4,4  33,3  28,9  26,7  4,4  - -
Miscellaneous  permauent crops  c:s  - - 59,4  37,5  3,1  - - -
5-10  - - 20,0  65,0  10,0  5,0  - -
Pru.i't  <5  0,4  1,5  )6,1  30,5  17,7  6,!!  4,1  1,5 
5-10  0,6  3,0  12,4  32,5  28,4  15,4  4 '7  1,2 
10-2C  - 4;4  12,1  34,1  31,9  e.~  5. 5  1,1 
20-50  - - 12,5  54,2  25,C  8,3  - -
Vine  a  <5  2,6  ~.4  19,2  33,2  22,1  10,7  4o4  2,2 
5-10  2,7  3,8  22,0  29,2  24,2  9,1  5. 3  1,5 
10-20  1,5  2,9  14,0  28,7  23,6  14,0  8,1  5,1 
20-50  2,0  3,9  15,7  25,5  35,3  11,8  5.9  -
~50  - - - 3!!,1  47,6  14,3  - -
Olives  <5  - 2,9  13.5  17,7  - - 5.9  -
5-10  - - - 10,0  40,0  40,0  - -
10-20  - - 9,1  36,4  27,3  9,1  18,2  -
Perm.  crops - grazing atoclt  <5  - - 55,2  24,1  20,7  - - -
5-10  1,2  - 42,9  44,0  ll,3  - 2,4  1,2 
10-20  - 2,1  31,9  42,6  14,9  6,4  - -
20-50  - 7,  7  15,4  46,1  23,1  - 3,9  -
Perm•  crops - pigs and poultr,  <  5  - - 80,0  20,0  - - - -
Grazing atock - arable  <  5  - - 45.~.  36,4  9,1  9,1  - -
5-10  - C,9  42,4  4C, 7  12,7  2,5  0,9  -
10-20  o,B  l,!l  33,3  37,2  19,9  4,1  2,3  0,5 
20-50  0,5  2,0  17,4  36,4  22,8  11,6  5, 3  2,3 
ll:'50  C,3  1,3  c,3  20,4  28,9  20,4  11,6  6,3 
Graming •tock - perm.  crops  < 5  - - 42,9  50,0  7,1  - - -
5-10  - 3,3  46,7  33,3  10,0  5,0  1,  7  - 10-20  - 7,3  32,7  34,6  21,8  3, 6  - -
20...50  - - 20,8  5~ ,2  20,B  4,2  - -
Cattle,  sheep and goats  10-20  - 6,7  60,0  }3,3  - - - -
20-50  - - 44,4  27.~  11,1  16,7  - -
:!!50  - - JB, 2  36.~  9,1  18,2  - 1B,2 
Cattle  5-10  1,1  8,5  4~,2  26,0  14,9  4,0  c,e  0,5 
10-20  0,9  10,6  29,3  30,0  w,o  7' 5  2 '7  O,B 
2c-5o  1,6  (,6  19,2  29,5  21,2  10,7  5, 9  2,5 
!::-5~)  2,3  4,5  12,5  2!!,2  23,4  15,8  7' 5  3,5 
Sheep,  goat  a  20-50  - 4,6  27,3  52,3  6,8  6,8  - 2,3 
~50  2,3  4,5  ?2,6  29,3  2~.~  11,3  1,  5  -
Grazing stock- pi~ and  5-10  - 5,2  12,1  ~4,e  31,0  6,9  - -
pcultr,r  10-2(  0,5  3,1  n,9  }8, 6  22,1  9,1  2,6  1,9 
20-50  0,4  2  t 3  12,6  '·3. 3  21:S,3  12,0 .  6,6  2,9 
~~0  4,6  1,  ')  6,1  16,7  30,3  15,1  15,1  9,1 
Pigs  a..'1d  pcultey - arable  5-10  - ~. 7  30,4  21 '7  39,1  - - - 1c-2o  (,, 7  13,3  15,6  31 '1  17,8  15,6  - -
;>C-50  2,9  ~-. 7  o, 7  27,9  26,0  ] 6, 3  ~:,8  2,9 
~50  - 6,0 
7 ·' 
6,0  16,~  lt.,9  10,4  14,9 
Piga  and poultr,r - grazing  5-10  - 2,·2  W,9  ;2,2  26,1  4,3  4,3  - a took  10-20  - 2,5  15,6  )2, 1  28,0  11,9  6,?  2,5 
20-50  1,1  1,!!  10,4  27,7  ?},4  18,4  Q,)  1),4 
~')0  ~  2,1  fl, 3  10,4  20,S  31,2  16,7  8,3 
Pigs  5-1('  2,1  7.  ~  17 ,o  24,5  25,5  !1,  7  4,3  2,1 
)0-20  1,9  ),M  1),~  l ., • t:l  19,o  1  J.~  lj  .3  7,0 
~0-1)(),.  0,8  2,4  6,3  1  ~,,fi  2),  (>  11),0  15,0  ll,ll 
~'}0  - - 5,1  I'  1  1n,2  18,6  9,5  2~,0 
Poultr,r  JO-?r  5,)  - - ~(,3  )l '6  ) ~,8  lr>,~  5, ~ 
·Total  1,1  4,2  ;::o,l  ;»:>,,5  -;n, 7  11 ,4  6,C  3, 7 
(•)  cf. Rowlta  "1974"1  P•  11. 
::o.  of 
hold- 1?l'CO  ~  ir.p 
1~0(;('1  1~(;(Jf 
- - ll 
1~,4  7., 7  13 
2,3  1,1  till 
5,1  1,  7  11~ 
7. 7  11,3  33b 
11,5  2b,3  506 
2,2  4,5  493  - 5,3  38 
- 30,0  10 
- - 19  - - 36  - 2,9  34  - - 14 
- - 12 
- - 52 
- 1,0  103 
O,tl  1,2  24tl 
l,  3  5,4  239 
- - 18 
- 4,3  47 
2,!!  1'· ,1  36 
- - 54 
- - 95 
1,8  - 57  - - 45 
- - 32  - - 20 
0,4  1,1  266 
0,6  1,2  169 
2,2  - 91 
- - 24 
0,7  0,4  271 
1,1  1,1  264 
0,7  1,5  136  - - 51 
- - 21 
- - 34 
10,0  - 10 
- - 11 
- - 29  - - ll4 
2,1  - 47 
3,9  - 26 
- - 10 
- - 11  - - ll!l  - - 387 
0,6  1 ,l  ~8 
4,1  0,3  318 
- - 14 
- - 60 
- - 55  - - 24 
- - 15 
- - 18 
- - 11 
- - 376 
- 0,2  1198 
1. 4  1,4  1!l71 
1,0  1,4  952 
- - 44  - - 133 
- - 5tl 
- C,2  420 
1,2  0,4  516 
1,5  - bb 
- - 23  - - 45 
1.9  1 ,o  104 
7,5  16,4  67 
- - 46 
- l ,2  243 
1  .~  0,  7  27tl 
4,2  - 48 
2,1  3,2  94 
1.3  l,9  158 
),1  ~.3  127 
10,2  21,7  59 
- - 19 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 - 296  -
REGIONAL  DISTRIBUTION  OF  LABOUR  INCOli!E  PER  ALU  FOR  CATEGORIES 
Category of holdin~ 
Average  income  per ALU  (EUR) 
01  Schleswig-Holstein 
02  Niedersachsen 
03  Nordrhein-Westfalen 
04  Hessen 
05  Rheinland-Pfalz 
06  Baden-WUrttemberg 
07  Bayern 
08  Saarland 
12  Nord,  Picardie 
13  Basse-Normandie,  Haute-Normandie 
14  Bretagne,  p~s de  la Loire,  Poitou-Charente 
15  Centre,  Region parisienne 
16  Franche-Comte,  Champagne,  Bourgogne 
17  Lorraine,  Alsace 
18  Limousin,  Auvergne 
19  Rh8ne-Alpes 
20 Aquitaine,  Midi-Pyrenees 
21  Languedoc,  Provence-C8te  d'  Azur- Corse 
22  Piemonte,  Valle d'Aosta 
23  Lombardia 
24  Veneto,Trentino-Alto Adige,Friuli-Venezia Giulia 
25  Liguria 
26  Emilia-Romagna 
27  Toscana 
28  Umbria.,  Marche 
29  Lazio,  Abruzzi 
30  Campania,  Calabria,  Molise 
31  Puglia, Basilicata 
32  Sicilia 
33  Sardegna 
34  BELGIQUE/BELGIE 
35  LUXEMBOURG 
36  NEDERLAND 
37  DA.~MARK 
38  IRELAND 
39  Northern Ireland 
40 Scotland 
41  England North  Region 
42  Wales 
111  Enp;land  Ht;st  licgion 
11tl  J•:ngland  !•:ant  negion 
GENERAL 
AGRICULTURE 
20-50  ~50 





































(*)  the  indices appearing in the present table are determined in relation to the 
·average  labour  income  oer ALU  (=100)  for each type  of holding under 
consideration.  This last figure  has  been calculated for the total sample. - 297  -
OF  RETURNING  HOLDINGS  REPRESENTED  -BY  AT  LEAS!'  10  HOLDINGs- IN  TEN  OR  MORE.  DIVISIONS  ( *) 
VINES  GRAZ!NG  STOCK  - CATTLE  GRAZING  STOC~1 t-
ARABLE  LAND  PIGS  &  POULTR 
<  5  5-10  10..20  2()..50  50  5-10  1()..20  2()..50  ~  50  1()..20  2Q-50 
ha  ha  ha  ha  ha  ha  ha  hli.  ha  M.  ha 
3.610  3.806  2.893  3.993  5·959  2.357  2.897  3.915  4·950  3.442  4.126 
82  86  126  I  86  95  'i,4  '{  79  106 
1~g  154  144  120  105  100 
109  I  106  101 
197  101  81  109 
I  126  83 
110  76  102  85  72  104 
104  105  45  94  87  96  76 
103 
112  93  87 
112  99  92  95  89 
65  77  71  78  88  93  83  95  111  78 
74  87  111  104 
155  103  98  65  85  89 
88  84  80  105  89  109 
65  73  66  67  63  46 
l~ 
105  1~ 
63  ~ 
11~ 
31  61  58  6  63  69 
71  66 
98  102  86  135  104  171 
93  1o8  117  126  116 
90  162  145  161  92  174  112 
25 
142  117 
138  90  72 
77  99 
109  106  150  97  96 
62 
103  92  74 
130  139 
82  99  80  102 
159  170  148  158  157  126  137 
99  133 
157  170  200  166 
71  115  104  178  149  141  137  109  126 
77  6  8  10  21 
18  50  82  73 
129  86  121 
122  88  105 
64  97 
128  68  109 
86  76  90 
, (a)  Labour iricome  per AllJ  negative (-1,833) - 298  -
REGIONAL  DISTRIBUTION  OF  LABOUR  INCOME  PER  ALU  FOR  CATTLE 
Milk  -
Category of holding  5 - 10  10- 20  20  - 50 
ha  ha  ha 
2.477  3.424  4.549 
01  Schleswig-Holstein  .  .  92 
02  Niedereachsen  .  .  136 
03  Nordrhein-Westfalen  .  125  104 
04  Hessen  .  .  . 
05  Rheinland-Pfalz  .  .  . 
06  Baden-WUrttemberg  , ..  108  78 
07  Bayern  67  80  7i 
08  Saarland  .  .  101 
12  Nord,  Picardie  .  .  66 
13  Basse-Normandie,  Haute-Normandie  .  11 
14  Bretagne,  p~s de  la Loire,  Poitou-Charente  76  78 
15  Centre,  Region parisienne  .  .  • 
16  Franche-Comte,  Champagne,  Bourgogne  .  58  74 
17  Lorraine,  Alsace  .  .  82 
18  Limousin,  Auvergne  .  58  64 
19  Rh8ne-Alpes  69  19  99 
20  Aquitaine,  Midi-Pyrenees  .  58  69 
21  Languedoc,  Provence-C8te  d'Azur- Corse  .  .  . 
22  Piemonte,  Valle d'Aosta  .  .  . 
23  Lombardia  97  91  99 
24  Veneto,Trentino-Alto Adige,Friuli-Venezia Giulia  86  158  86 
25  Liguria  24  .  . 
26  Emilia-Romagna  155  104  . 
27  Toscana  .  .  . 
28  Umbria,  Marche  •  .  . 
29  Lazio,  Abruzzi  124  95  . 
30  Campania,  Calabria,  Molise  .  .  . 
31  Puglia, Basilicata  .  .  . 
32  Sicilia  .  .  . 
33  Sardegna  .  68  94 
34  BELGIQUE/BELGIE  134  137  143 
35  LUXEMBOURG  .  .  • 
36  NEDERLAND  149  146  174 
37  DA.l.l'MARK  177  129  114 
38  IRELAND  34  22  28 
39  Northern Ireland  .  42  74 
40  Scotland  •  .  58 
41  England North Region  .  .  92 
42  Wales  •  .  60 
43  England \'lest  Region  .  .  7.1 
44  England East Region  •  .  73 
(  *) ·  The  indices appearing in the present table are determined  in relation 
to the average  labour income  per ALU  (=100)  for each type of holding 
under consideration.  This last figure  has  been calculated for the total 
sample. - 299-
HOLDINGS  ENGAGED  IN  CERTAIN  SPECIALIZED  PRODUCTIONS  ( *) 
Beef  non specialised 
"»  50  5 - 10  10- 20  20- 50  ~  50  5 - 10  10- 20  20  - 50  ,  50 
ha  ha  ha  ha  ha  ha  ha  ha  ha 
.  5.054  1.802  818  1.898  4.258  2.302  2.718  3.883  5.516 
~  •  •  •  .  •  .  76  .  .  •  •  .  .  •  103  117  . 
•  •  •  •  •  •  ..  125  .  - .  •  .  •  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  •  .  .  .  105  123  .  .  •  •  .  •  •  82  19  .  .  •  •  .  .  •  93  88  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  91  . 
.  .  .  •  .  .  .  105  . 
56  •  .  .  .  •  .  92  101  .  .  .  153  118  .  82  82  .  .  .  •  .  100  .  .  .  . 
86  .  •  133  93  .  .  102  91  .  .  •  •  •  •  .  •  93  .  .  220  118  71  .  .  72  •  .  .  .  .  .  .  •  .  •  .  •  188  98  •  .  54  .  .  .  •  .  .112  .  •  .  .  • 
.  •  .  •  •  •  •  .  . 
•  •  .  .  .  .  129  •  .  .  •  .  •  .  91  .  .  •  .  .  .  .  •  .  .  .  •  .  .  •  .  •  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  •  .  .  . 
•  .  •  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  •  .  .  •  .  .  .  .  •  •  .  •  .  .  .  .  •  •  •  •  •  .  .  .  .  •  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  •  .  •  . 
.  •  .  .  .  •  155  153  . 
•  .  •  •  .  .  .  128  • 
.  .  .  .  .  .  •  .  . 
126  •  .  .  •  •  147  150  123 
45  (a)  (a)  (a)  4  •  28  19  26 
•  .  •  58  68  .  .  .  . 
111  •  •  232  14.7  .  .  .  103 
101  .  •  .  109  .  .  .  109 
105  •  .  92  102  •  .  •  86 
103  •  .  33  109  .  .  •  112 
80  .  •  •  84  •  .  •  102 
(a)  Labour income  per ALU  negative. - 300-
LABOUR  INCOME  PER  ALU  BY  FARM  TYPE  AND  BY  COUNTRY 
DEUTSCHIJI.ND  l<'RANCE  IT  ALIA  BELGIQUE 
Type  of  !No.  of  No.  of  No.  of  No.  of 
farming  ~eturn  (EUR)  return  (EUR)  return  (EUR)  return  (EUR) 
!hold  in@  holdin  holding  holding 
111  General Agriculture  68  7899  245  8685  221  5257  - -
112  Horticulture  - - 135  5243  152  3125  54  9426 
120  Arable  land -
permanent  crops  - - 18  2465  98  2550  - -
130  Arable  land -
grazing stock  104  4699  231  4608  176  5015  24  7558 
140  Arable  land -
grazing stock  24  4384.  12  7220  15  4189  - -
I  Arable  land  197  5986  653  5997  677  4327  78  8965 
210  Permanent  crops -
58  Arable  land  - - 3344  199  2554  - -
220  Mixed  permanent 
6  3855  61  2689  cro-ps  - - - -
223  Fruit  - - 144  4076  386  3755  26  7930 
224  Vines  18  7510  297  3777  428  3907  - -
225  Olives  - - - - 55  3458  - -
230  Permanent  crops -
,grazing stock  1  3050  49  3358  142  2510  3  4708 
II  Permanent  croos  19  7355  554  3796  1292  3342  29  7433 
310  Urazing stock -
394  3566  505  3828  299  3757  66  5923  arable  land 
320  Grazing stock -
.permanent  crops  2  2461  52  2618  107  2773  1  5903 
330  Cattle - sheep,  goats  - - 36  2542  8  2497  - -
336  Cattle  647  3573  1027  3269  441  3729.  204  5166 
337  Sheep,  goats  - - 27  2866  54  2691  - -
340Graz.stock-pigs,poultr  471  3626.  133  2898  15  4034  73  4693 
III .Grazing stock  1514  3586  1780  3362  930  3587  344  5236 
410  Pigs and poultry-
I 
arable  land  79  3673  10  516e  4  2096  1  26951 
430  Pigs,poultry-graz.sto k  242  4512.  19  3226  7  6059  41  5175  ' 
448  Pigs  49  5221  65  4656  7  4027  63  5533 
449  Poultry  2  2e24  25  5247  - - - -
IV  Pigs and poultry  374  4385  1£~5  4140  23  L!686  105  5366 
Total of farming types  2104  4077.  3175  4057  2935  3675  556  6055 - 301-
(total sample) 
IlJXEM.BOURG  NEDERLAND  DANMARK  IRELAND  UNITED  KINGDOM  EEC 
No.  of 
(EUR)  No.  of  No.  of  No.  ofl  No.  of  ~o.of 
holding  ;tJ.oldiil;B~ (EUR)  holdin~ JEUR)  ho ldinE  ~(  EUR) holding  (EUR) 
~olding  ~(EUR) 
- - 184  11371  166  10457  - - 180  8423  1064  8399 
- - 207  7527  5  13091  - - 14  10405  567  6351 
- - - - 1  -1076  - - 1  3205  lH:i  2589 
- - 6  9266  56  5343  2  -15  79  701~  678  5375 
- - 1  10690  93  5841  .  - - 8  10622  153  6591 
- - 399  8686  324  8000  2  -15  295  813€  2625  6639 
- - - - - - - - 1  4154  25t$  2b22  I 
- - - - - - - - - - 67  2831 
- - - - 1  4946  - - 1  -286  558  3979 
- - - - - - - - - - 743  3968 
- - - - - - - - - - 55  3458 
- - - - - - - - - - 195  2748 
- - - - 2  4289  - - 2  2663  1898  3625. 
14  4561  - - 127  5379  21  3731  111  6051  1537  42t$0 
- - - - - - - - - - 164  2782 
- - - - - - 3  5025  11  6315  58  3400  ,. 
35  5132  419  6498  223  5755  530  46€  889  4585  4421  3923 
- - - - ·1  7785  - - 105  3475  187  3191 
I  1  1819.  6?  5480  332  4969  10  891  27  403f  1124  4016 
.. 
50  4857  481  6373  685  5300  564  69~  1143  474'1  7491  3962 
- - 1  5140  156  6136  - - 14  7941  265  5472 
- - 57  5055  189  5591  1  -1195  25  5611  641  14771  - - _;  .A9  5823  206  8149  - - I  16  83H  455  6516 
.  d  - - '4  8000  8  7363  - - 5  355~  44  5721 
- - 111  5514  566  6673  1  -1195  61  703E  1426  5461  . 
50  4857  992  749l  1578  6258  567  689  1501  5791  13458  4661 - 303  -
ANNEX  VII 
ANALYSIS  OF  INCOME  EVOLUTION 
The  present  annex  contains 
A.  Distribution of returning holdings  corresponding to certain types of 
farming  according to 10  categories of labour income  per ALU 
Situation in "1974"  and  evolution "1913"  - "1974" 
B.  Graphs trends of labour income  per  ALU  between  "1973"  and  "1974"  per 
type  of farming. 
c.  Histograms  :  "Distribution of returning holdings  according to the 
evolution of labour income  per ALU  by  Member  State  (constant  sample). 305 
DISTRIBUTION  OF  RETURNING  HOLDINGS  OF  THE  FADN 
CORRESPONDING  TO  CERTAIN  TYPES  OF  HOLDINGS 
ACCORDING  TO  CATEGORIES  OF  LABOUR  INCOME  PER  ALU 
The  following histogram shows  each of the principal trends of farm 
economies  examined,  with the distribution of the  labour income  per 
ALU  shown  in the holdings of 20  to 50  ha  (1)  from  the accounting 
sample  "1974"  (nine Member  States) on the one  hand  and  trends of 
the aforesaid incomes  for the corresponding constant  sample  "1973" 
- "1974"  on the other hand. 
The  graphs  showing the  changes in labour income  per ALU  show  thus  : 
n 
-positive surplus of returning holdings. 
,_,  - negative  surplus of returning holdings. 
(1)  Horticultural holdings constitute an exception;  this only 
concerns holdings whose  UAA  is less than 5 ha. - 306-
DISTRIBUTION  OF  FADN  RETURNING  HOLDINGS  BY  FARM  TYPES  ACCORDING  TO  TEN 
CATEGORIES  OF  LABOUR  INCOME  PER  AW  * 
112  Horticulture  (total) 




S  I  T U A T  I  0  N "19?4" 




Holdings represented:  77.0~0 
Returning holdings  :  ~93 
%  of' field of'  survey: 60  rep. 












Holdings  changing categ. 
Changes  in income  categ. 





1121  Market  gardening (outdoor) 
L5 ha 
S  1  '  U A T I  0  N "1074" 







Returning holdings  90 
%  of' field of'  survey  rep. 
Countries  .  F I  '.  , 
F.  v o L u  T  I  o  r:  "197 : "- 1 u'7 4" 









_  Returning holdings 
Holdings  changing categ. 
Changes  in income  categ. 
Oountries  F,  I 
:  74 
:  19 
26% 
CCE • DG VI  G/2 • 7607.36 
*The  10 categories of'  income  correspond to steps of'  2,000 EUR,  ranging from 
L  -2,000 EUR  to~  14000  EUR  E.g.  Category No.  3  (0 to 2,000 EUR) - 307-
DISTRIBUTION  OF  FADN  RETURNING  HOLDINGS  BY  FARM  TYPES  ACC,PRDING  TO 
TEN  CATEGORIES  OF  LABOUR  INCOME  PER  ALU * 
1122 .Market  gardening under glass 
L  5  h"'. 
S  I  T U A T I  0  N "1974" 








· Returning holdings 
%  of field of survey 
Country  F, I ,B ,N 
•  .  .  .  222 
"E  V  0  L  U  T  I  0 'N  "1973"-"1971:" 











.Holdings  changing categ. 
·  Changes in income  categ. 
Countries  F, I  ,8,N 
152 
:  23 
:  15% 
1124  Floriculture unde~ glass_ 
L5 ha 
S I  T U A T I  0  N "1974" 









%  of field of survey 




E  V  0  L  U  T  I  0  N  "1973"-1?74" 










Returning holdings  : 
Holdings changing categ. ·  : 
Changes  in income. categ. .  : 





*The  10 categories of income  correspond to steps of 2·, 000  EUR,  ranging from 
L-2,000 EUR  to.>l4,000 EUR.  EG.  Category No.  3  (0  to  2,000 EUR)  -- 308-
DISTRIBUTION  OF  FADN  RE'IURNING  HOLDINGS  BY  FARM  TYJES  ACCORDING  TO  TEN 
CATEGORIES  OF  WQUR INCOME  PER  ALU  * 
336  Cattl~ (total) 
20  - 50  ha 
S  I  T U A T I  0  N "1974" 







:Holdings represented  :  291.826 
Returning holdings  :  1.871 
%  of field of survey,  rep.  :  99 
Countries  n  ,F ,I,R,l,N  ,DK ,I~L.  UK 
'E  V 0  L  U T  I  0 'N  "1973"-"1971:" 











.Returning holdings  : 
Holdings  changing cateff.: 




Countries  D,F ,I,B,l,~!,DK,IRL,UK 
31;61  _Milk 
20  - 50  ha 
S  I  T U A T I  0  N  11197411 









%  of field of survey rep. 
Countries  D,F ,I,B,N,DK,IRL,U~  -
E  V  0  L  U  T  I  o·  N  11 1973"-1~74" 










Returning holdings  :  856 
Holdings  changing categ.  :  133 
Changes  in income  categ.  :  16% 
Countries  D,F,I,B,~!,OK  IRL  U!< 
CCE-DG VI-G/2-7607.39 
*The  10 categories of income  correspond to steps of 2,000 EUR,  ranging from 
L  -2,000 EUR  to> 14,000 EUR.  Eg.  Category No.  ·3  (o  to 2,000 EUR)  ··· - 309-
DISTRIBUTION  OF  FADN  RE'l'URljlNG  HOLDlNGS  BY  FARM  TYPES  ACCORDING  TO  TEN 
CATEGORIES  OF  LABOUR  INCOME  PER  ALU  * 
-.: y,  c;  Mixed . (milk and meat) 
?C  - 50  ha 
S  I  T U A T I  0  N "197411 








Holdings represented  :  _ 
· Returning holdings  :453 
%  of the field of survey rep. -
Countries  D  ,F', I  ,8 ,l  ,OK, IRL ,UK 
E V 0  L UTI O•N  "1973"-"197 1 ~ 11 










:Returning holdings  :  372 
Holdings  changing categ.  :  60 
~Changes in inc9me  categ  •. :  16% 
Countries  O,F,I ,B,l,DK,IRL,IJK 
_,3352  Beef 
S  I  T U A T I  0  N  11197411 







Holdings  represented 
Returning holdings 
%  of field ot survey rep. 
Countries  D,F,IRL,UK 
351  -
E V 0  L U T I  0  N "1973"-1?74" 











Holdings  changing oateg. 
Changes  in income  oateg. 
Countries  O,F,IRLUK 
. :  291 
:  79 
:  27"/o 
CCE • DG VI-G/2-7607.38 
*The  10  categories of income  correspond to steps of 2,000EUR,  ranging from 
L  -2,000 BUR  to >  14,000 EUR.  Eg.  Category No.  3  (0 to 2,000 EUR) - 310  -
DISTRIBUTION  OF  FADN  RE'IURNING  HOLDINGS  BY  FARf:l  TYPES  ACCORDING  ;ro,  TEN  _ 
CATEGORIES  OF  LABOUR  INCOME  PER  ALU  * 
.. 1 30  Arable land - grazing stock 
20  - 50  ha 
S  1  T U A T I  0  N "197411 







Holdings represented  :  39028 
Returning holdings  :  248 
%  of field of survey rep.  :  61 
Countries:·  n,F, I  ,8,nK 
'--------------·-·-·~------· 
310  Grazing stock - arable land 







S  I  T U A T I  0  N "197411 
(complete  sample) 
Holdings represented  :  123,463 
Returning holdings  :  648 
%  of field of survey rep.  :  87 
Countries:  D,F,I,B,  l,PI< 
E  v  0  r.  u  T  J  0 ·N  "19?:5"-"197; H 
(constant  sample) 
E  v·~-~~~----~-;r-;·;  ~  .. ~~  5  .::::;_,7 1::~--l 
(constant  sample)  I 
-60 
-40 






Holdings changing categ. 
·Changes  in income  categ. 
Countries  :  n,F, I  ,B,OK. 
:  193 
:  30 










. Returning holdings  : 
Holdings  changing categ.  : 
Changes  in income  categ.  : 







* The  10  categories of income  correspond to steps of 2,000 EUR,  ran~ng from 
L_ -e,ooo  EUR  to > 14,000 EUR.  Eg.  Category No.  3  (c  to 2,000 EUR) 311 
GRAPHS  "TRENDS  OF  LABOUR  INCOME  PER  ALU 
BETWEEN  "1973"  AND  "1974"  PER  TYPE  OF  FARMING 
The  following graphs  show  by  type of farming,  in given order of labour 
income  per ALU  for  "1974",  with the difference of the  "1973"  performance, 
all of the original Member  States. 
The  scale in EUR  is based on  the  conversion rate of "1974" applied to 
both years in order to avoid any effects of variations in the  exchange 
rates. 
The  points correspond to those which have  incomes under  2,000 EUR/ALU  or 
more  than 14,000 EUR/ALU  during either one  or the other of the two  years 
(about  3%  of those analysed)  are not  shown  in the graphs as they are 
outside of the  framework  although they are included in the number  of 
holdings  shown  at the bottom of the page.  Beyond  the calculation of the 
correlation- regression etc.,  is the basis of the total number  of 
holdings. 
A holding is shown  by  a  point  on the  graph.  If some  holdings have  the 
same  coordinates the  following signs have been used  :  ' 
1  holding  =  •  9  holdings  =  = 
2  "  10  "  f.  f. 
3  "  11  "  *  e 
4  "  ;  12  "  9 
5  " 
t  13  "  A 
6  "  "  14 A 26"  the letters N to z. 
1  "  8  "  + 
E.g.  The  place  indicated by * is thus occupied by 11  holdings. 
The  distribution by countries of the number  of returning holdings 
according to the type of farm  analysed is shown  at the bottom of the 
graph.  Also  indicated is the variations and the elements of the 
equation on the line of regression 
The  line of regression is shown  on  the  graph in a  straight line; 
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The  foilowing histograms  show  the differences in labour income  per 
work unit  (EUR)  between the years "1974"  and  "1973"  for all types 
of forms. 
For each Member  State is shown  the number  of holdings  (axis  "Y") 
in the Network  (constant  sample)  where  the differences fell  in 
successive steps of 1,000 EUR. 
The  first step to the extreme left contains the biggest negative 
difference,  that is the most  important drop in income. 
On  the extreme right  can be  found  the biggest  increase in income. 
The  number  of holdings per step is shown  under the graphs. 
For  comparison reasons these histograms  show  the distribution per 
1,000 holdings. .
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